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SIXTY ONE DELTA ONE

The ’12 Series Highway Tank Trailers:
A Possibly Corrosive Situation
This discussion
is a continuance of
the series pertaining
to highway
transportation tank
trailers, in which
we have previously
By Glenn Clapp
covered the ’06
CHMM, CFPS
series non-pressure
tank trailers and ’07
series low-pressure tank trailers. In this
installment of our series, we will focus
on the ’12 series of corrosive liquid tank
trailers.The ’12 series of tank trailers
consists of the older MC (Motor Carrier)
312 and newer DOT (Department of
Transportation) 412 specifications of
trailers. While the ’12 series of trailers
are not as prevalent on our roadways
as the ’06 or ’07 series trailers, the very
nature of the products carried in such
vessels and the specific characteristics of
the trailers underscore the need for our
close study of such modes of conveyance.
As their name implies, the ’12
series of tank trailers are utilized to
carry corrosive materials —defined as
substances that can degrade metal or
skin.Although acids such as sulfuric
acid come to mind when we think
of corrosives, bases — also known as
caustics — that are on the high end
(greater than seven) of the pH scale
can be equally as harmful as acids if not
more so and can also be transported
in ’12 series tankers.The ’12 series of
tank trailers generally carry 3,000 to
7,000 gallons of product and are rated
at working pressures of up to 50 psi,
although most ’12 series trailers are
rated at working pressures in the 25 to
35 psi range.
The ’12 series of tank trailers can
be easily identified in the field by their
specific characteristics, as dictated by the
properties of the materials transported
therein.To begin with, the cross-section
of ’12 series tank trailers is even smaller
than that of their ’06 and ’07 series
counterparts due to the density of
products carried. Using the density of
sulfuric acid as an example, the specific
gravity of sulfuric acid is 1.8, yielding
a density of approximately 15 pounds
per gallon.As the density of gasoline
— one of the most common products
transported in ’06 series tankers — is
approximately six pounds per gallon, if
a ’12 series trailer was constructed to
equal the diameter of an ’06 series trailer
the unit would be grossly overweight for
use on even modern roadways. The ’12
series of tank trailers are circular in crosssection, and the density of the products
transported dictates the use of stiffening
rings to provide increased rigidity.
The stiffening rings may not be visible
on trailers that are insulated and have
external cladding, leading to a smooth
outward appearance. Such trailers are
also usually designed with one internal
chamber; however multiple chamber
examples also exist. Each chamber will
have a dome lid and other devices on
top contained within a “crash box” that
provides overturn and sometimes spill
protection. On single-chamber trailers,
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the crash box is normally located at the
rear of the unit.The exact devices and
layout vary between the MC 312 and
DOT 412 specifications. In addition, the
interior of ’12 series tank trailers is lined
to prevent the corrosive products carried
from compromising the structure of the
tank itself.
On MC 312 series tank trailers,
a dome lid is provided within the
crash box for access and top loading
of product.The dome lid may be of
double-lid construction with a smaller
lid positioned on top of the main lid.A
pressure relief device — and possibly a
rupture disc — is installed for the release
of excess internal pressure and a pressure
inlet is provided to allow the tank trailer
to be pressurized with air or nitrogen
to force product through a siphon tube
and associated discharge.The discharge
tube normally extends over the top of
the crash box and often terminates at a
level even with the bottom of the tank,
with quarter-turn valves used to control
the flow of product.The discharge tubes
of MC 312 series tank trailers may be
constructed of PVC piping to reduce
compatibility concerns.
The newer DOT 412 series of trailers
exhibits some similarities with the older
MC 312 series in the crash box area in
that a pressure relief device, pressure
inlet, and siphon tube with associated
discharge piping are provided.The DOT
412 series of trailers differ from that
point, however, as PVC piping is not
utilized, a single dome lid is normally
fitted, and an internal valve similar to that
fitted on ’07 series trailers is employed.
The internal valve is opened through
the use of hydraulic pressure generated
by a remotely operated jack and an
emergency product shutoff is located
at the driver’s side front of the trailer in
the form of an extension of the hydraulic
line that operates the internal valve
terminating in a shear nut that can be
snapped off with a tool to release the
hydraulic pressure to affect a closure of
the internal valve — or multiple internal
valves if multiple chambers are provided.
A quarter-turn valve is also present in
the discharge tube for redundancy of
product control.
One area of particular concern in the
arena of ’12 series tanker product control
is that of the sump present at the bottom
of the trailer tank between the rear axles.
The sump is usually affixed to the tank
by bolts and a leak emanating from that
area is oftentimes the result of a loose
sump or gasket/liner failure.An additional
area of concern also arises from the
corrosive nature of the products carried
and the vapors generated by them.
This nature of the possible products
encountered often necessitates the use of
vapor-protective hazmat suits with selfcontained breathing apparatus utilized
for respiratory protection (e.g. Level
A PPE) while performing emergency
response operations in the hot zone.
The ’12 series of tank trailers may
also be constructed as vacuum vessels
— both tractor-drawn and straight truck
varieties. Such vessels are equipped with

pumps utilized to create a vacuum to
allow products to be drawn into the tank
through connected hoses.These vessels
are often used by hazardous materials
cleanup companies for the collection of
spilled or released products and may be
constructed to a dual DOT 407/DOT 412
specification. Such “dual spec” tankers
are provided with two specification
plates and a hinged cover that is flipped
and latched to cover the specification
plate that is not indicative of the use.
As we have discussed above, the
MC 312/DOT 412 series of highway
transportation tank trailers present
unique response considerations due
not only to the design of the vessels
themselves but also the very nature
of the products transported therein.
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By familiarizing ourselves with the
characteristics of and products
transported by such tank trailers, we can
ensure the adequacy of our response
capabilities to these type incidents that
are “corrosive” in nature.As always, stay
safe out there and be sure to visit the
North Carolina Association of Hazardous
Materials Responders website at www.
nchazmat.com.
Glenn Clapp is Past President of the North
Carolina Association of Hazardous Materials
Responders and is a Fire Training Commander
(Special Operations) for the High Point Fire
Department. He is a Technician-Level Hazmat
Instructor, a Law Enforcement Hazmat
Instructor, and is a Certified Hazardous
Materials Manager and Certified Fire Protection
Specialist.
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Railroad Incident Response:
Rolling Stock and Locomotives
In our last article
we examined the all
hazards approach to
a railroad incident.
In this issue, we’ll
take a closer look
at some of the
By Capt. Mark J. rolling stock and
Schmitt, EFO
locomotives that we
may come across in
our responses to rail incidents.

General Service
(Low Pressure Cars)
DOT111 low-pressure cars are used
to transport both hazardous and nonhazardous materials.Tank test pressures
for this car will be 100 psi or less.
Safety features common to tank cars
carrying hazardous materials include
double shelf couplers and head shields.
Thermal insulation — either sprayed
on or jacketed — may also be present
when flammable liquids or gases are
transported. A dent in a jacketed car
may be separated from the main body
of the tank by up to 12 inches of
insulation.These cars make up over 70
percent of the tank car fleet.Typical
shell thickness of these cars is 7/16
inches.They usually have a low profile
manway on the top of the car with
most of the loading and unloading
fittings being found in the general area
of the manway.They may be equipped
with a bottom outlet valve for loading
and unloading.The safety relief device
may be a safety vent equipped with a
frangible disc which will function only
once and then remain open or a spring
loaded safety valve which will function
to relieve pressure and then re-close to
enable it to function again if necessary.
Some cars may be equipped with a
safety valve/safety vent combination
device. Non-pressure cars may or may
not be jacketed or insulated and may
have exterior or interior heater coils.
Steam lines may be connected to
these heater coils at unloading racks
because some products such as molten
sulfur and asphalt not be used for the
transport of flammable or poisonous
liquids. It is important to remember
that these cars, while in service, can
have significant internal pressures.
When initially opened, fittings
and valves will have considerable
backpressure and can spray product if
not properly operated.

Pressurized Cars
DOT105 and 112 cars are highpressure cars used to transport
hazardous materials under pressure or
those hazardous materials for which
the DOT or the shipper require the
additional protection of a safer car.
DOT105 cars are used to transport
liquefied gases and high hazard or
environmentally sensitive materials.
They are insulated with foam, fiberglass,
ceramic fiber or cork and have an
exterior metal jacket to protect the
insulation.They can be distinguished
from low-pressure cars by the fact that
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all of the loading and unloading fittings
are in one location on the top of the
car and are covered by a protective
housing.These cars are equipped with
a spring loaded safety valve which
is set to function at 75 percent of
the test pressure of the tank. Bottom
outlets are not permitted nor are
any fittings outside of the protective
housing.These cars are typically used
to transport chlorine, carbon dioxide,
sulfur dioxide, anhydrous ammonia
and LPG’s. DOT112 cars are used to
transport liquefied gases and high
hazard or environmentally sensitive
materials. When flammable gases are
carried, head shields and thermal
protection will be present.Tank cars
used to transport carbon dioxide and
certain other liquefied atmospheric
gases are also equipped with pressure
regulators that are designed to relieve
internal pressure during transportation.
Venting product to the atmosphere is
normal for these cars.

Box Cars
The primary function of the boxcar
is to transport commodities and
products requiring protection from
the weather. In addition to the boxcars
used for general freight, other cars
have been designed for shipping such
freight as automobile parts, lumber,
grocery products, appliances and some
bulk materials. Hazardous materials
may be transported in boxcars in
bottles, boxes, drums or intermediate
bulk containers.The major hazard from
boxcars is the shifting of lading during
a derailment. Large, unstable loads, as
well as hazardous materials, may be
encountered.

Refrigerator Cars
The refrigerator car, similar in
appearance to the boxcar, is essentially
an insulated car that has been designed
to transport commodities that require
low or specific temperatures. An
additional potential from a refrigerator
car is the possibility of a fuel spill.
The generator that runs the cooling
plant may have a diesel fuel tank
with capacities as high as 500 gallons.
Typical refrigerator cars can be satellite
controlled and may turn on or off at
any given moment.

Flat Cars
The flatcar is a general-purpose
car built without sides. Flatcars are
manufactured in various shapes and
sizes to meet the specific requirements
of shippers.The movement of highway
trailers on flatcars (TOFC) and
intermodal containers (COFC) is the
most likely way hazardous materials
will be encountered on flatcars.TOFC
shipments will usually involve nonbulk containers such as drums and
bottles. COFC shipments can either be
bulk shipments as in the case of tank
containers or non-bulk as in the case of
box containers.

Gondolas
Gondola cars are built in various
sizes and capacities to meet shipper
requirements. Cars with lengths and
capacities as much as 60 feet and 100
tons are available. Cars have been
designed to accommodate oversize
loads, both as to length and overhead
clearance, and to permit side or bottom
dumping.They may be equipped
with racks for special commodities or
covered to provide weather protection.
A common use for gondola cars is the
transportation of contaminated soils
and hazardous wastes.

Hopper Cars
Due to the emphasis of bulk
movement of freight by rail, hopper
cars constitute the largest number of
freight cars among railroad equipment.
Hopper cars have been designed with
powered door operating devices, some
of which are completely automatic
thus making them self-unloading.
Hopper cars can be divided into
two categories; open-top hoppers
and covered hoppers. A subgroup of
covered hoppers is the pneumatic
hopper, which can be pressurized to a
level that allows the load to be pushed
out or flow. Covered hoppers should
not be under pressure during shipment
or movement. Oxidizers in powder
or granular form are commonly
transported in covered hoppers.
Fertilizers, pigment powders and other
solid materials represent potentially
environmentally sensitive materials that
may be transported in hopper cars.

Auto Carriers
An autorack, also known as an
auto carrier is a specialized piece
of railroad rolling stock used to
transport automobiles and light trucks,
generally from factories to automotive
distributors. Amtrak also uses them
on its Auto Train route, which carries
passengers and their vehicles. Railroads
of today are still grappling with the
problem of loading more and larger
vehicles onto autoracks. One popular
solution is to create a double-length
car that is articulated over a single
middle truck so that each half of
the car is about the same length as
a conventional autorack.These cars,
which can be seen in operation on
many of the railroads in the western
United States, are brand named
AutoMax cars.These cars are 145 feet
long and 20 feet tall.They feature
adjustable interior decks to carry up
to 22 light trucks and minivans.The
railroads became the primary longdistance transporter of completed
automobiles. Using the enclosed trilevel autoracks, they were able to
provide both lower costs and greater
protection from in-transit damage —
such as that which may occur due
to weather and traffic conditions on
unenclosed semi-trailers. When the
railroad companies went from the
open autoracks to the enclosed, they
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were able to reduce freight damage
claims.The enclosed rail cars prevented
the autos from getting damaged from
falling or thrown rocks, bullets and
other forms of vandalism.They also
stopped the theft of autos and parts
from autos and kept hobos from living
in the automobiles. A fire in these cars
presents a very difficult situation as the
cars can only be opened through the
clamshell doors at the ends and cannot
be easily unloaded. It is very difficult to
gain access through the side panels as
well.

Unit Trains
A unit train is a railroad train in
which all of the cars making it up
are shipped from the same origin to
the same destination, without being
split up or stored en route.This saves
time and money, as well as the hassle,
delays and confusion associated
with assembling and disassembling
trains at rail yards near the origin and
destination. It also enables railways
to compete more effectively with
road and internal waterway transport
systems. However, unit trains are
economical only for high-volume
customers. Since unit trains often carry
only one commodity, cars are of all
the same type, and sometimes the cars
are all identical apart from possible
variations in livery. Unit trains are
typically used for the transportation
of bulk goods.These can be solid
substances such as ballast, gravel, iron
ore, coal, coke and steel. Bulk liquids
are transported in unit trains made
up of tank cars containing crude oil,
mineral oil products, ethanol and
molten sulfur. Food, such as wheat,
corn, fruit juice and refrigerated
food is also carried in unit trains.
Other examples include intermodal
containers, cars, aggregate, potash,
taconite, mail and materials bound for
recycling centers.

Locomotives
Locomotives represent an everpresent source of potential hazards
for emergency responders.The
modern diesel-electric locomotive is
a 6000 horsepower behemoth that
weighs in at 420,000 pounds and
can carry up to 5600 gallons of fuel,
380 gallons of cooling water and 410
gallons of lubricating oil.This in itself
can pose significant problems if the
tank is ruptured in an accident. In
addition to the potential for a fuel spill,
locomotives can pose an electrocution
hazard if they are not properly shut
down. Diesel-electric locomotives
use large diesel generators to provide
electric power to traction motors.
These traction motors provide the
motive power to move the locomotive
and in turn the train.These generators
can develop upwards of 600 volts
of DC power or 23000 volts of AC
power at 800 amps. Clearly coming
into contact with an energized
circuit of this magnitude would cause
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DOT105 and 112 cars
are high-pressure
cars used to
transport hazardous
materials under
pressure or those
hazardous materials
for which the DOT
or the shipper
require the additional
protection of a
safer car.
serious injury. Because a locomotive
is a complicated piece of machinery,
emergency responders should only
attempt to shut down the locomotive
using the fuel shut-offs. Any other
measures should only be attempted by
trained personnel.

Locomotive Emergency
Fuel Shut-Offs
There are three emergency fuel
shut-off switches on all locomotives.
Two of these switches are located on
the outside of the unit, directly above
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the fuel tanks. The internal emergency
fuel shut-off switch is located in
the engine’s cab directly behind
the engineer’s control stand. These
switches are activated by pressing the
button. This causes a solenoid valve
at the top of the fuel tank to close.
Once this valve is closed, all fuel flow
to the diesel engines will cease. The
engines will then shut down within
one minute. Keep in mind that the
locomotive may remain energized
after the diesel engine is shut down.

Military Shipments
Most military trains are escorted
by and/or under close watch by
military forces or resources as well
as railroad police and agents and
other law enforcement entities within
the United States. Military incidents
would fall under military control and
would not be public knowledge for
very good reasons. Should a railroad
incident involving military assets
occur in your jurisdiction, you may
not even be informed of it depending
upon the severity. If you are notified
of it, it may just be a courtesy
notification. If your assistance is
required, remember that the military
will be in charge and not the local
emergency responders. This could
easily be declared as an Incident of
National Significance, ensuring that
the Federal Government is in control.

Nobody Tells Me Anything But…
A common theme in many of
the articles addressing actual train

derailments or the possibility of a
derailment occurring in a community
is the fact that the vast majority of
fire departments have no idea what
is being transported through their
jurisdictions. What’s worse is the
fact that they blame the railroad
for this! “The railroad never tells
us anything…” they say. This is
inexcusable! Get out there and find
out what is being transported through
your community.
Look at the Tier II Reports —
Emergency Management can help you
here — that companies are required to
file by Federal regulations. These will
tell you what companies use in your
jurisdiction and how much they use.
If they use it, it has to come into your
jurisdiction somehow. A Transportation
Commodity Study will tell you what is
transported through your jurisdiction,
whether it is used there or not.
Preplans will give you the same
information, and more, as the Tier
II Reports. The Local Emergency
Planning Committee or LEPC — of
which your fire department should be
a member — and the State Emergency
Response Commission (SERC),
should also be able to give you some
information.
Finally, get out there and watch
some trains! This is excellent training.
Watch a train with your Emergency
Response Guidebook and look stuff
up! Look up the placards by the UN
number. Look up the chemicals in
the dedicated rail cars. Determine
a course of action for pressure and
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non-pressure cars based on the car’s
silhouette and a guide page. After a
couple of these training evolutions,
you now have a better idea of what
travels through your community and
you’ve sharpened your skills with the
ERG.

Conclusion
It is impossible to prepare yourself
to deal with a railroad incident of
any magnitude just by reading a
few journal articles. You must take
advantage of other resources out there
such as self study classes and Whistle
Stop Tours provided by numerous
railroads. You will also find railroad
related topics at many of the local
and national firefighter conferences.
You may never need to respond to a
railroad incident, but it is imperative
that you have the tools just in case you
are called to respond.
Mark Schmitt is Captain/Hazmat
Specialist for the Greensboro Fire
Department in Greensboro, N.C., and a
veteran of over 20 years in the fire service.
The majority of his career has been spent
in special operations. He is a graduate of
the National Fire Academy’s Executive Fire
Officer Program and holds a Master of Public
Administration in Emergency Management.
Schmitt has taught numerous hazardous
materials courses for the Greensboro Fire
Department, local community colleges and
the North Carolina Office of the State Fire
Marshal in addition to serving on several
hazardous materials related committees at
the local and state level.
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Tis’ the Season – for CO calls
This article is
likely being read
after the first of the
year, but it is being
written as we crank
up for the Christmas
holidays.Tis’ the
season for Santa
By David Greene
Claus, eggnog, and
Carbon Monoxide
(CO) calls. Unfortunately, the potential for
CO calls does not end with Santa’s return
to the North Pole. Carbon Monoxide
calls will continue to be more frequent
throughout the winter months. Each year,
over 100 people die from CO produced
from non-automotive consumer products.

Carbon monoxide (CO) is often a
byproduct of incomplete combustion.
It is dangerous to us during overhaul at
structure fires, but our customers also
derive it from very unique methods.
Quite often, portable generators running
inside or too close to the home produce
CO.There have been incidents of persons
using charcoal grills inside of homes,
which cause dramatically high levels of
CO build up.A wood burning stove can
cause a CO buildup if the ventilation
piping is defective, improperly installed
or fails. Even gas logs or a fireplace
can cause a CO call from incomplete
combustion or improper ventilation.
Most of our customers do not have CO

detectors, which means we will likely not
be dispatched to a CO call necessarily.
Instead, we are likely to be dispatched
to someone that is displaying the signs
and symptoms of CO poisoning.They
have a headache, they are dizzy, they
are nauseous and they may be vomiting.
Here is the big sign that this is a CO call.
The rest of the people in the building are
having similar signs and symptoms. Of
course, you want to consider the location
and the fact that this could be something
other than CO. Running a multi-gas
meter with a CO sensor through the
building will give us the definitive result.
Carbon monoxide is both toxic
and flammable. It is colorless, odorless,
tasteless, and is toxic by both inhalation
and absorption. Normally, at a hazmat
call where we have a product that is
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toxic by inhalation and skin absorption,
it demands that we utilize the highest
level of respiratory and skin protection
available, namely Level A.At CO calls,
however, we frequently use structural
PPE and SCBA.This is because CO also
has a fairly broad explosive range.The
lower explosive limit is 12 percent and
the upper explosive limit is 75 percent.
There is a narrow range where the
concentration of CO in air is either
too lean or too rich to burn. Carbon
Monoxide has a vapor pressure of 1.55
x 10+8 mm Hg at 25 degrees Celsius.
Remember when it comes to these
exponents in the hazmat world, DSTU
— Don’t Screw This Up. When doing
the math, 1.55 x 10+8 is equal to 1.55
See TIS THE SEASON page 10
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Tis’ the Season
Cont’d from page 8

while moving the decimal eight places
to the right. So, the vapor pressure
of CO is 155,000,000 millimeters of
Mercury at “room temperature.” Recall
that our old friend Chlorine, which we
rarely see outside of its container as a
liquid, has a vapor pressure of 7,600
mm Hg.The vapor pressure of CO is
over 20,000 times higher, which means
we will probably never see it as a
liquid.As a gas, CO has a vapor density
of 0.968, which is slightly lighter than
air.The time weighted average (eighthour) is 25 parts per million (ppm),
and the level at which it is immediately
dangerous to life and health (IDLH) is
1,200 ppm.This is only 0.12 percent
concentration in air — remember,
the air we breathe is 20.9 percent
oxygen.While we would need between
120,000 ppm and 750,000 ppm to
be in the explosive range, tests have
shown that as little as 5,000 ppm can
be fatal to a human in five minutes. If
you pulled up to a fixed facility with
an NFPA 704 placard on it, the placard
would have a red 4, blue 3, and 0 yellow,

with a blank white diamond. Given the
broad explosive range, CO demands an
extreme flammability rating, but do not
let the yellow 3 fool you. It represents
a serious health hazard and will be fatal
in toxic concentrations long before it
reaches the lower explosive range.
We can use our CO sensor in
our multi-gas meter to measure the
presence of CO, but there are a couple
of caveats with that. First, most CO
sensors will not likely measure fatal
levels and very few, if any, will measure
levels through the explosive range.
Moreover, in the absence of a CO
sensor, we probably cannot rely on
our photoionization detector (PID) to
detect CO.The ionization potential of
CO is 14.01 millivolts (eV). Because
most of us use 10.6 eV lamps in our
PIDs, they are not strong enough to
ionize and measure CO.Therefore;
we can only use our multi-gas meters
to detect the presence and relative
amount of CO. If our monitor shows
below 25 ppm, we should try to
determine the source of the CO and
advise the occupants that they may be
temporarily displaced. For levels above
50 ppm of CO, we should evacuate the

occupants immediately.
Anyone exposed should be evaluated
by an advanced life support provider.
Hemoglobin is the protein molecule
in the body that normally carries
oxygen. Carbon Monoxide has a 250
times greater affinity for hemoglobin
than oxygen.This means that in a high
CO atmosphere, our red blood cells
will not be carrying oxygen to the
cells of our body. Instead, they will
carry carbon monoxide.This results
in cellular injury and/or death, which
can cause organs to fail and eventually
can be fatal. Because the brain and the
heart have the highest oxygen demand,
you will notice changes there first.
Interestingly, if we put a patient with
CO poisoning on a pulse oximeter to
measure their SpO2, we will find that
it is normal — 98-100 percent.This is
due to the pulse oximeter measuring
the oxygen molecule in Carbon
Monoxide just as it measures the
oxygen molecule in the air we normally
breathe (O2). In high exposures, there
are also neurocognitive effects, such
as dementia, psychosis, neuropathies,
and personality changes that can
occur up to 40 days after exposure.

All patients that have been exposed
to any level of CO should be rapidly
transported to the closest appropriate
medical facility. CO is teratogenic
and because the placenta is not very
good at filtering CO, a fetus is much
more vulnerable to CO poisoning than
the mother.Although mom may not
be demonstrating very many signs
or symptoms, you should rapidly
transport her in order to insure there
was no damage to the baby. Some
references recommend the use of
hyperbaric oxygen therapy for carbon
monoxide poisoning, particularly
among the pregnant, so you should
be familiar with where the closest
facilities are providing emergent
hyperbaric services. Obviously, those
with pre-existing medical conditions
— COPD, anemia, and heart disease —
are at a higher risk of injury and death
than healthy adults.
Finally, it will be necessary to
mitigate the source of CO, render the
scene safe, and return the property
to the owner/occupants.This often
involves utility companies who are
the technical experts at an incident
such as this. Insure that they, too, are
properly protected.Ventilation will
aid in rendering the scene safe, but
take caution if gas powered positive
pressure ventilation fans will be used.
They can be beneficial when very
high levels of CO are present, but
gas powered fans blow the exhaust
from their motors into the building
also.A point will be reached where
the fan will be putting more CO into
the building than it is taking out.At
that point, natural ventilation may be
preferred. Continue to monitor the
atmosphere until it is completely safe
and insure that our customers have
somewhere to go if they are evacuated.
I hope everyone had a safe and merry
Christmas and happy holiday season.
Be safe and do good.
David Greene has over 20 years
experience in the fire service and is
currently the Assistant Chief with Colleton
County (SC) Fire-Rescue. He is currently
working on his PhD through Oklahoma State
University. He is a certified Executive Fire
Officer through the National Fire Academy,
holds the Chief Fire Officer Designation
and is an adjunct instructor for the South
Carolina Fire Academy. He can be reached
at dagreene@lowcountry.com.
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HAZMAT

Differences in Practices Between Rural and Urban First Responders:

Examining How First Responders Handle Irritant Gas Syndrome
Agent (IGSA) Disasters in Rural Versus Urban Settings
By Michael Pallon
Nursing Student

Joan M. Culley
PhD, MPH, RN, CWOCN Associate Professor
College of Nursing, University of South
Carolina-Columbia

(Funding Supported by Magellan Scholar
Program University of South Carolina: 1120015-37930)
During this past summer, I had
the pleasure of attending the South
Carolina Fire Rescue Conference in
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina as part of
ongoing research with the University
of South Carolina’s College of Nursing.
At the conference I administered a
survey, which gathered information to
better understand the procedures used
by rural and urban first responders
during Irritant Gas Syndrome Agent
(IGSA) incidents.
The purpose of this small-scale
research was to collect information
and feed into a much larger project
intended to build a new triage
algorithm specifically for triaging
victims within a hospital emergency
department (ED) following a mass
casualty incident (MCI) involving
IGSAs.This research is being conducted
by the Mass Casualty Triage Research
Team led by Dr. Joan Culley (funding
supported by the National Library of
Medicines: 1R01LM011648-01A1) in
response to a railroad accident that
occurred in Graniteville, South Carolina
in January 2005, which involved the
release of chlorine gas.
Historical Perspective on IGSAs
According to the NTSB report of
the Graniteville incident1, a freight
train traveling approximately 47 mph
was diverted onto a siding because
of an improperly aligned switch.This
diversion led to the collision of the
freight train that was parked on the
siding.The incident led to a derailment
of both trains, rupturing a tank car
and releasing 100,000 pounds of
chlorine. After the incident occurred,
victims began arriving at the nearest
emergency department, traveling by
their own means, before the hospital
could be notified of the incident.
Chlorine, crude oil, and anhydrous
ammonia are the most common
IGSA chemicals. IGSA MCIs pose a
significant threat to life and require
rapid medical assessment by first
responders and/or hospital personnel
to reduce death and disability.2-8
Approximately 32 billion pounds of
chlorine and five billion pounds of
anhydrous ammonia are produced
annually in the U.S.9 Railroads move
23 percent of these chemicals —
about 35,000 carloads; trucks move
approximately 53 percent, and boats
move 20 percent.10 Railroads annually
transport approximately 238 billion
pounds of chemicals that can pose
hazards of explosion, toxic release
and fire. Between 1980 and 2000 the
volume of hazardous materials moving
by rail more than doubled; rail is
now an essential means to transport
hazardous materials.These chemicals
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are transported through small rural
areas as well as urban centers. Exposure
to IGSAs can happen in a variety of
settings, including situations which
involve deliberate release of these
agents.The early identification of MCIs
involving IGSA hazards is essential to
an appropriate and rapid response for
decontamination, triage, and treatment
that could save thousands of lives.
Many small communities do not have
sophisticated hazardous material
response teams or hospitals prepared
to handle the surge from chemical
incidents.
A previous study of the Graniteville
chlorine disaster found that the surge
of victims to a local ED from the large
See RURAL AND URBAN page 12

Michael Pallon (left), undergraduate student at the University of South Carolina, and Sara
Donevant (PhD Student) at their table at the 2015 South Carolina Fire Rescue Conference.
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Rural and Urban
Cont’d from page 10

chlorine release resulted in:
1. D
 ifficulty identifying the type of
incident and chemical involved
2. C
 onfusion regarding the best triage
methods
3. D
 ifficulty with the efficient
processing of patients.11, 12
In response to these concerns, the
Mass Casualty Triage Research Team
is developing a mobile application
that will streamline triage within an
emergency department, detect surges of
patients, and improve communication
between first responders and hospital
personnel. When a surge is detected,
this application will begin using triage
algorithms that are evidence based
to properly triage patients from the
specific type of incident. As an example,
research previously conducted by the
Mass Casualty Triage Research Team
proves that oxygen saturation — as
measured by pulse oximetry — is a
major determinant for the condition
of a patient who has been exposed to
an IGSA.11, 12 If an incident involving
an IGSA is detected, patients will be
triaged using an algorithm which
focuses largely on oxygen saturation.
Information gathered from this survey
will assist Dr. Culley’s research team to
develop tools to improve the response
to IGSA incidents.

Wireless Information System for
Emergency Responders (WISER)
and Pulse Oximetry (SpO2)
WISER13 is a free mobile application
developed by the National Library

of Medicine (NLM) to assist first
responders during hazardous material
incidents. With this application, first
responders determine the identity
of a released chemical, collect
information on the chemical, and
receive information on important
signs and symptoms to look for in a
person that has been exposed to the
chemical. WISER could be particularly
helpful to responders in rural areas
where specialized hazmat detection
equipment or teams are not as readily
available to responders in urban
settings.The purpose of this survey was
to learn more about the knowledge
and application of such tools as WISER
and SpO2 by rural and urban first
responders during IGSA incidents.
Pulse Oximetry uses a small sensor
that is placed on a fingertip or earlobe
for measuring a person’s oxygen
saturation. SpO2 is used by some first
responders and during triage in EDs
as a measure of respiratory function.
It has the potential to provide an early
indication of respiratory injury severity
after a chlorine exposure. In developing
a triage algorithm for IGSA disasters
that rely on oxygen saturation data, it
is important that we understand the
availability of SpO2 equipment to first
responders.

The Survey
The survey included 39 questions
to gather information regarding
demographics, use of various tools
onsite (e.g. WISER), communication
protocols, triage methods and
assessment tools (e.g. SpO2) used
by first responders to a potential
chemical incident. Scenarios where also

included which required participants
to determine the order in which they
would complete a set of tasks based
on priority. Paper and pencil surveys
were used to collect information.
Participants self-identified as working in
either an urban or rural setting. Results
were collected from 47 participants.
Responses were then compared from
first responders who work in rural
versus in urban settings.

Results
Participants indicated that 57
percent work in rural settings and 42
percent in urban settings.The majority
of participants from both settings —
52 percent of rural, and 59 percent of
urban — had more than 21 years of
experience. Forty-three percent of both
groups were between the ages of 18
and 44, and 56 percent were 45 years
or older. Of those from rural settings,
73 percent indicated that they work
as volunteer first responders, while
82 percent from urban areas indicate
that they hold paid positions as first
responders. We then compared the
use of various tools by urban versus
rural settings. Across all backgrounds,
regardless of experience level and
urban versus rural settings, participants
consistently cited the Emergency
Response Guidebook (ERG) as their
main source of information when
responding to a chemical incident. Most
participants indicated that they also
use smartphones on scene as part of
their response to emergencies. Of the
participants who provided information
on the availability of SpO2 equipment,
92 percent of first responders from
urban settings, and 72 percent from

rural settings indicated that SpO2
equipment is usually/always available to
them.
Two scenarios were presented in
the survey.The first scenario described
a team of first responders dispatched
to the scene of a suspected chemical
incident.There was no indication of
the type of chemical involved.The
respondents were asked to identify the
first action they would take. Fifty-one
percent of respondents said their first
action would be to call for assistance,
and 32 percent said they would try
to determine the type of chemical
involved before calling for assistance. A
follow-up question asked participants
what their second action would be
in this situation; 44 percent of the
respondents said that their second
step would be to determine the type
of chemical involved, while 35 percent
indicated that they would determine
the type of personal protective
equipment (PPE) necessary to maintain
their safety
To gain further insight into this
information, a second scenario was
presented. In this situation, responders
know ahead of time that they are
responding to an incident involving an
IGSA, and that they will be the first to
arrive. From a list of actions provided
in randomized order, participants
were asked to place these tasks in
order based on priority.Table 1 shows
the results of this question and sorts
responses based on the settings in
which first responders indicated
that they work. In this table, the left
column indicates the order in which
the participants stated they would
complete each of the listed tasks.

Discussion
Analysis of the data showed
several important findings. First, upon
investigation of the use of WISER,
77 percent from rural settings were
somewhat to very familiar with WISER,
while 67 percent from urban settings
indicated that they are not at all
familiar with WISER. Second, there is a
significant difference in how frequently
information is available; 77 percent
in rural settings versus 37 percent in
urban settings indicated information
is only sometimes available prior to
arrival on scene.Third, while most
participants (48 percent) indicated that
they would decontaminate patients
prior to treatment on scene, 30 percent
indicated that they would begin treating
the patient prior to decontamination.
We are unable to determine if
respondents who chose this option
were implying that treatment would
begin in the hot zone followed by
decontamination, or if they would
treat the patient and choose not to
decontaminate altogether. Finally, 11
percent of respondents chose options
involving direct patient contact prior
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and a community depend upon the
appropriate sequencing of:
1. I dentification of a hazardous
material
2. Appropriate use and selection of
PPE
3. Determination of the safety zones
3. Evacuation from the danger zones
4. Decontamination
5.Triage and treatment at the scene
6.Transport to the treatment facility
While this was a small sample of
first responders from South Carolina,
results from this survey provide
important insights into the differences
in practice between first responders
from urban and rural settings in
situations involving IGSAs. It is essential
that we understand the differences
between these settings, especially the
differences in the availability of tools,
personnel, and the readiness of local
emergency department for MCIs. MCIs,
including those involving IGSAs, do not
discriminate between rural and urban
settings, and can happen anywhere.
The Mass Casualty Triage Research
Team would like to thank all
participants of the survey, and would
like to especially thank the staff of
the South Carolina Fire Rescue 2015
Conference for allowing us to collect
survey data during this event.
Michael Pallon speaks with a first responder at the conference discussing the questionnaire
and ongoing research. Thanks to the volunteer participants, we were able to collect 47 surveys in one afternoon.

to donning PPE or initiating patient
decontamination.Table 1 sorts these
responses based upon the setting
in which the participants work. It
is also important to note that one
response from a rural setting indicated

Carolina Fire Rescue EMS Journal

that the first action on arrival at the
scene would be to transport patients
directly to a treatment facility, implying
that transport would occur prior to
treatment or decontamination. Safety
for first responders, patients, ED staff

Michael Pallon is a Magellan Scholar and
senior Nursing student at the University of
South Carolina. As an undergraduate member
of the Mass Casualty Triage Research Team he
is conducting research under the supervision
of chief investigator Dr. Joan Culley. For further
information on his research, as well as the
survey tool used, he may be contacted by email
at Pallon@email.sc.edu.
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Preparing for the (Fire) Storm
I have spent
the past couple of
decades working
in some form of
public safety and
now my career
takes me more
and more into the
By Tim Wojcik
realm of emergency
management. One
thing that I have learned is that the
fire service has gotten pretty good
at preparing for “known” events or
threats. Each year in South Carolina —
and in many other states, I’m sure —
emergency managers have a statewide
hurricane exercise. There is a statewide
earthquake drill, a wildfire seminar
and a winter storm seminar. It seems
like for every season we take time to
prepare for what may lay ahead.
We make these preparations because
we know that, should these events
occur, the likelihood of those we serve
being seriously injured or killed is
increased during these peak seasons.
We also know that the impact of a
negative outcome on a community
could last for years or even generations.
We prepare because we know that we
need to be on the top of our game. Our
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citizens depend on it.
What if we could prepare for a
“home fire season” or a “fatal fire”
season? Would we do it? Why wouldn’t
we? We prepare for every other
possible emergency management
scenario, but so few of us do anything
to prepare for home or fatal fire season.
At this point, some of you might be
saying,“Hey, that sounds great. It would
be awesome if there was such a season
so that we would know when to ramp
up our prevention efforts.”
Some of you have already figured
out my angle and have realized that
there IS a home fire season and there
IS a fire fatality season. Home fires and
fatal fires both increase significantly
in almost every jurisdiction during
the winter months — check your
own stats. The time frame between
December and March is typically the
deadliest for home fires. There IS a fatal
fire season. That season, my friends,
is upon us. What are you doing to get
ready?
I recently saw a social media post
along the lines of:
“Train everyday”
“Always expect fire”
“Always expect victims”

These are excellent ways to serve
our citizens and they make good
tactical sense. I would argue however
that a piece of the puzzle is missing. If
we want to really serve the citizens, if
we really want to save their lives, why
wouldn’t we do just one thing each
shift to help prevent a fire from ever
occurring. Citizens are not killed by
fires that never occur. This too makes
good tactical sense. Fire prevention
makes good tactical sense if we all
agree that our primary goal is to save
lives and protect property. Yes, fires
will still occur. Yes, we need to train
for those fires — every shift. BUT if we
take 30 minutes out of each shift to
work on a prevention effort, what have
we lost? What might we have gained?
Recently in South Carolina a citizen
died in a home fire. Her home was
less than 500 feet from a fire station.
This fire station was staffed with a
three-person engine crew that was in
quarters. Sadly, the resident was most
likely dead before the fire showed itself
enough for the neighbor to take notice.
Statistics from South Carolina’s fire
data are starting to paint the picture
that if a fire is going to be fatal, many
times the victim is dead before the
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first engine ever arrives. This seems
to be true in paid departments as
well as volunteer and combination
departments. That’s not to say that
rescues of people who would have
otherwise died don’t occur. They most
certainly do, but it seems that many of
the people who die in home fires were
likely dead before we ever got there.
No amount of training, no amount of
area familiarization, no staffing plan,
no pay structure would have made
a difference to many of the people
who lost their lives to fire in 2015. Are
you dedicated to saving civilian and
firefighter lives?
“ Train everyday — This will save
lives”
“ Always expect fire — This will save
lives”
“ Always expect victims — This will
save lives”
“ Promote fire prevention every day.
For many, this is the ONLY thing that
will save lives”
Tim Wojcik works in the Community Risk
Reduction section of South Carolina State
Fire. He can be reached at crr@llr.sc.gov.
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Prevention or Suppression:
Where Do You Stand?
During my
tenure in the fire
service, I have
worked for a
number of fire
departments that
ran a fair amount
of calls throughout
By Shane Gibbs
the year. While
working for these
departments, the crews trained,
prepared equipment, kept the fleet
in top notch condition, and kept
themselves in a ready-state at all times
for fire runs. The time spent doing
these activities definitely kept us busy
throughout the day and made the
shifts pass by quicker. From time to
time, the shift working that particular
day might go out in the community
and do some fire and life-safety
education, whether it be at a local
school or at a community function. For
the most part, this activity made up a
very small part of the shift.
With the amount of work that
we do as a department to prepare
for suppression duties — compared
to prevention duties — got me to
thinking. If we, the fire service, want
to reduce firefighter fatalities, civilian
fatalities, property damage and other
collateral cost that result from fires,
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then why do we not invest more in fire
and life-safety prevention? Fires will
always be a part of our lives. History
has shown us that fires will happen
naturally — no matter how much your
department tries to prevent them from
happening. However, we can do so
much more than we do now to make
an impact with the amount of fire calls
we run each day.
According to NFPA (National Fire
Protection Association), from 20092013 there were 357,000 reported
structure fires that resulted in 2,470
civilian fatalities across the nation. This
number doesn’t include the LODDs
(Line of Duty Deaths) during this time
period. On average, seven people die
in home fires every day in the U.S. The
next question is: what’s the leading
cause of home fires? According to the
NFPA, the leading cause of homes fires
is cooking equipment — with smoking
coming in second, and heating
coming in third. These numbers are
unacceptable and can be reduced if
more emphasis was placed on fire and
life-safety prevention.
So I ask: are we, as firemen, really
doing what is expected of us in
keeping our communities safe?
According to the numbers, there’s
room for improvement! So, why are

When the numbers
are examined indepth, most fires
and fatalities from
fires are caused by
human behaviors,
so it’s reasonable
to conclude that we
can influence these
behaviors through
fire and life-safety
education.
we not doing a better job of reducing
the costs associated with suppression?
Are we creating a culture where it’s
acceptable to be reactive instead of
proactive? I expect to see a wide range
of answers to these questions.
When the numbers are examined
in-depth, most fires and fatalities from
fires are caused by human behaviors,
so it’s reasonable to conclude that
we can influence these behaviors
through fire and life-safety education.
But humans do not cause all fires
— we still have those that occur in
nature. These are the fire calls that
we’ll always run and that keep us in
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business.
The costs associated with
prevention activities are far less than
the cost of suppression activities
when comparing over-time costs,
equipment use and maintenance,
cost of broken or lost equipment, and
possibly the loss of personnel through
LODDs. The cost breakdown between
these two activities is surprising, and
will vary between departments. Some
departments place a priority on fire
and life-safety with crews in schools
and community functions to spread
the word of prevention. But, in my
opinion, most of us are reactive when
it comes to addressing target hazards
in our first due areas and would
rather deal with the issues when they
happen.
So, with these points in mind,
ask yourselves: where do I stand on
prevention versus suppression? If you
answer prevention, I commend you
on taking the stance that will help
your community stay safe. If your
answer was suppression, then you
can research and analyze the numbers
yourself and see that the cost savings
lie with prevention. The fire service
can have a huge impact in reducing
costs, saving lives and reducing
damage. The numbers don’t lie.
Shane Gibbs is a first generation firefighter
with 14 years of experience in emergency
services. He resides in Upstate South Carolina
with his wife Lori and two children, Blake
and Lily. He holds an Associate Degree and
a Bachelor’s Degree in Fire Science from
Columbia Southern University. He currently
serves for the Oconee County Emergency
Services as the Chief Fire Marshal. He can be
contacted at sgibbs@oconeesc.com or 864638-4220.
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RESCUE A-Z

Using Drones
All things in
rescue evolve and
change. Materials
used in construction
of rescue
tools improve,
technologies
change, as do the
By Bob Twomey
applications of
technologies to
effect rescues. It is inevitable and it is a
given: things change. However, physics is
physics, since the beginning of time, and
physics can be relied upon to function
every time — assuming things are rigged
correctly.That is why my philosophy in
teaching rescue over many years is to
help rescuers learn as many ways to do
things as possible. I still call it the “tools
in the toolbox” principle. Simply stated,
the more ways a rescuer has to effect
a safe rescue, the more effective that
rescuer will be when faced with limited
resources, manpower or due to scene
conditions.
For example, rescue extrication has
many hydraulic, pneumatic, electric
and heating devices that make our
lives so much easier when bending or
moving metal. I think every rescuer
will attest to that. But how many times
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in the Rescue Service

Drones are being utilized in a variety of missions.

— and be honest about this — have
you had to rely on hand tools to do
an extrication when either the power
equipment wasn’t available, broke during
the evolution or could not reach the
rescue site? And how about agricultural
machinery disentanglement, or industrial
disentanglement, where power tools are
unable to reach a certain part to cut it or
bend it, or are not powerful enough to lift
or move the particular components? The
last time I checked, the right hand tools

for the job were a requirement to getting
the job done.
The same can be said for all of the
helpful electronic navigation devices
available to today’s rescuers, especially in
search and rescue.They are wonderful —
but they are manmade electronic devices,
which can and do fail, or the systems
upon which they depend sometimes are
out of service, unreachable — or fail. I
use moving navigational map GPS in my
helicopter. It is wonderful to have, easy to
use and is accurate. But I can also assure
Bell helicopter landing in small remote LZ.
you that a paper navigational chart flies
with me, and I know how to use it.Again,
the last time I checked on all this, a paper more detail.
High quality drones can be found
topo map or nav aid chart in the hands of
in the $2000 to $6000 range that will
a skilled rescuer who knows how to read
fulfill many rescue missions. Others
and interpret it — doesn’t fail.All I am
in the $400 to $1500 range can help
saying is this: the more ways you have to
in SAR, but generally do not have
either get a job done or have as a reliable
sufficient endurance time for extended
backup, the better prepared you will be.
operations. Examples are searching for
This being said, there are now
lost persons in highly rugged or remote
unmanned flying machines, called drones
terrain, hazmat situations where aerial
that can make the rescuers’ lives much
surveillance can help the IC make better
simpler and far more effective.
decisions, surveying flood damages for
Drones have been around for years,
but until recently have been unaffordable ingress/egress to areas or searching
for stranded victims. Obviously, more
to the average fire department or
expensive “higher end” drones can be
rescue squad — until now.This military
technology has made its way into “civilian purchased with exceptional live-feed
video capabilities and additional thermal
service” and even into the private sector.
and/or night vision capabilities, satellite
It is a given that drone technology is
uplinks and farther operational ranges
here to stay. Newer, lighter materials
from the drone operator. It all depends
and components will be developed
upon what you need from a drone and
that will allow for small drones to carry
what your requirements are.A computer
more payloads for longer distances and a
search for drones can provide you with a
variety of mission capabilities better than
vast array of information to assist you in
that are available right now.
purchase and use of drone technology.
Besides the military and law
Safety and reliability likewise are great
enforcement uses, drones are increasingly
considerations in drone use. Besides
being used in geological research,
being far less in cost than even small
agricultural management, scientific
helicopters — actually not even in the
research of many types, forest fire
same ballpark — drones have no live
operations, snow surveys and climatic
pilot or aircrew.This is great if a drone
research and monitoring — and now in
is crashed, as no aircrew are injured or
search and rescue.
killed. Possibly someone on the ground
Why is this? Several of the most basic
could get hurt or killed, but this is even
reasons are the relative cost of the
less likely since the drones are small,
machines, direct operational costs, safety
don’t weigh very much, and don’t carry
and increasing reliability, and ability to be
substantial fuel loads. Many drones
used in harsh or dangerous conditions.
even operate on battery cells.As far as
While training to properly operate a
reliability, they can be flown in relatively
drone safely is paramount, it amounts
rough weather, but they still must
to far less than what it takes to pilot a
usually be operated in “VFR” (visual flight
helicopter. Let’s look at these aspects in
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conditions) where the operator can “see”
what is around and below the drone.
Drones can still succumb to a condition
called CFIT, which means controlled
flight into terrain, commonly known
as a crash. Drones are mechanically far
less complex than full sized helicopters,
therefore less likely to suffer from a
loss of thrust — engine failure — or
component failure — drive train system.
Drones are quite maneuverable.They
can hover in place for long periods of
time, assuming meteorological conditions
allow for this at the time of use.As a
platform, they are stable, again depending
upon weather conditions at the time of
use. Many drones have technology built
into them to “auto correct” to remain
on a predetermined GPS course despite
weather conditions. Camera systems
are quite variable as well, from video
captured on a video card for viewing
later, to “live eye” flight as seen on a PC
or in flight goggles worn by the operator.
These give a real-time live pilot’s view
from the drone.
Drones have limitations.Air speed is
relatively slow compared to a helicopter
and operational distance from the
operator greatly varies by drone and
control module capability and terrain.
Drones have FAA requirements, such as
they currently cannot be flown within
five miles of an airport and must be
flown at or below certain altitudes, and
within safety parameters established
by the FAA for operations over people
and congested areas.The FAA website
can provide you with the current rules
applicable to drones.
Drones can carry very high-resolution
video and camera systems, but they
cannot provide the human perspective
of interpretation that only humans can
do. Having been around helicopters
for 20 years and a pilot for the last six
years and having flown SAR flights, I can
attest to the human interpretations of
an aerial SAR scene. Pilots can see and
determine ground movements from an
aerial perspective. Pilots can alter flight
regimes as needed to determine existing
SAR situations and can avoid conditions
dangerous to flight by the feel of the
helicopter and careful flight planning.
Helicopters can remain on scene in the
air far longer than most drones, and can
carry medical and rescue supplies on
board should a suitable landing site be
found near a victim.
Pilots can communicate verbally with
the IC about a situation and can provide
ingress routes to ground rescuers and
warn of ground hazards. Helicopters
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can drop rescue or medical supplies
to victims if a suitable landing area is
unavailable nearby.
Helicopter pilots can provide real-time
interpretive analyses of changing scene
conditions.
As you can see, BOTH types of aircraft,
drones and helicopters, have their
respective places in search and rescue.
Drones will never completely replace
helicopters, but then helicopters cannot
even remotely operate as inexpensively
as drones.They were never meant to.
Drones are inexpensive compared to
helicopters, but cannot perform the
variety of tasks that helicopters can.
Drone camera systems can record high
resolution video or imagery around a
scene, but a helicopter pilot can interpret
what is seen on the ground during a SAR
event.

The human eye can see things that a
camera cannot.A drone can be initially
utilized to “get a handle” on the rescue
scenario, whereby use of a helicopter
may then be more accurately determined
— and the list of differences and
similarities goes on and on.
The purpose of this article is to
inform readers that drones and their
capabilities have a place in SAR. Many
times in my previous articles I have
said that all decisions in rescue involve
trade-offs.There will always be trade-offs.
Something that must never be forgotten
in SAR is the benefit-risk analysis.What
actions will need to be undertaken
to benefit the victim’s rescue while
preserving as much safety and reduced
risk to the rescuers? If a drone can be
utilized to reduce rescuer risk and time
on scene to perform rescues, then drones
should be looked into as a viable “tool in
the toolbox.” Use of drones in rescue is
only now beginning to emerge, and over
time, will claim their rightful place in the
overall science and art of rescue.
Bob Twomey is the founder and past chief
of the North Carolina High Level Extraction
Rescue Team, Inc. a volunteer helicopter
search and rescue support team based in
Transylvania County, North Carolina. He is the
senior helicopter pilot for Wolf Tree Aviation,
LLC operating out of Transylvania Community
Airport. He has served in numerous officer and
training positions in the Transylvania County
Rescue Squad. He has been active in SAR for 41
years. He can be reached at 828-884-7174 or
btwomey@citcom.net.
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TOOLS OF THE TRADE

Struts and Lights
We are rolling
into a new
year and new
technology will
be coming out in
the equipment we
buy and use. I will
be hitting about
By David Pease
six to right shows
this year and have
a chance to see some of these new
things coming out that will help us
in the rescue end of things. I can’t
help on the fire end too much, as
that is just not my forte. With tight
budgets and time for training, we
are always looking for equipment
that will get the job done in an easy
and safe manner. Be sure and shop
around and don’t always just go with
the old adage; we have used this
for years, or the department next
to us has had one for years, without
looking at what else is out there.
Once again Res-Q-Jack has come
out with a new strut that combines
the lightweight characteristics of the
square tubing with the advantage of
no pins used in the Super X locking
collars. This new strut, called the

“Auto X” combines the lower square
failure, with an extension. The other
tubing with a round upper adjusting
nice thing about the new strut is
tube. This in turn now uses a locking
the weight. The long weighs in at 35
collar, rather than a pin. It comes
pounds and the short weighs in at 32
with several variations of adjustable
pounds. These are a nice addition for
straps that are mounted to the lower
those who are bit tighter for space
tube, depending on your needs and
and still need the great performance
requirements. It has a narrow base
offered by the Res-Q-Jack struts.
with two “D” rings for attaching
For more information on their
other straps or chains. The strap
new Auto X, and other struts they
can even be configured with the
offer, you can visit www.res-q-jack.
secondary hook for those wanting
com.
to use the European configuration.
Another cool thing I came across
However, I do find this to be pretty
at the ColoradotFire
the show is
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hours and the steady mode is good
for 20 hours. The base of the light
is magnetic, but have rubber feet
to prevent scratching on vehicles.
The lights have cone adaptors that
allow them to slide in the top of a
traffic cone. The cone adaptor will
also screw into a base to make the
light freestanding. The base also
serves as a weight to use the lights
for a landing zone. They offer just
the beacons, or you can get kits from
small to large. The small kit includes
three lights while the large kit
includes eight lights and accessories.
With the lights coming in at just over
$20, I thought that was pretty good
when you look at the cost of flares
and having to deal with one time use
and disposal.
You can find out more on these
beacon lights at www.flarealert.com.
Hope your New Year came in with
a bang and this year will be all that
you want it to be.
If you have any questions or comments,
please shoot me an email at reds100@aol.
com. Until next time, train hard, be safe,
and know your equipment.
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The Upside to Being an
Early Morning Riser
This article is
going to be met
with loud boos
and “are you nuts”
exclamations. Stick
with me folks. What
I am about to tell
you has changed my
By Cade Parian
life forever.
Similar to first
responders, my job involves a lot of
pressure. Day in and day out, client
demands, pressing deadlines, and having
to deal with other lawyers put my body
through torment.
Reading is not something I
particularly enjoy. I spend so much time
on an airplane that I need something
to do other than wait for the next
beverage cart to come by. I try to read
one book per month. In September
2015, I read a book that changed my
life.
Hal Elrod was ultra-successful at a
fairly young age only to go flat broke
less than 10 years later. To make
matters worse, he was hit head on by
a drunk driver causing him to die for
over six minutes, suffer permanent
brain damage, and to be told he would
never walk again. Despite all of those
obstacles, he overcame and is now
an ultra-marathon runner, father and
bestselling author.
While in an airport recently, I picked
up a copy of Hal Elrod’s newest book
entitled “The Miracle Morning – The
Not-So-Obvious Secret Guaranteed to

Transform Your Life Before 8 a.m.”
I assume that most people are like
me and 8:00 a.m. is a respectable wakeup time. And 7:00 a.m. is difficult but
doable. At 6:00 a.m. somebody is going
to get hurt and 5:00 a.m. is when
nothing is awake other than ghosts and
mass murderers.
Elrod’s book outlines a plan to
transform your life by doing six essential
tasks prior to 8:00 a.m. After reading
the book (TWICE!!), I implemented the
steps. At first, I felt goofy. Now, I feel
better than I ever have in my life. The
following quote from iconic journalist
George Lorimer sums up my feelings —
“You’ve got to wake up every morning
with determination if you’re going to go
to bed with satisfaction.”

The Life S.A.V.E.R.S
I am going to present Hal Elrod’s
practices to you from my perspective.
Each of the letters in S.A.V.E.R.S stands
for an activity that I engage in each
morning. Let’s go through them.

“S” is for Silence
I was the most skeptical of this
practice. The book encourages you to
wake up early each morning to sit in
silence. You have the same question that
I have, I am sure. Won’t I just fall back
asleep?
In my experience, the answer is no.
Elrod encourages you to sit in silence
praying, meditating, listening to your

breath or reflecting. For the first couple
of weeks, I sat there and thought,“What
in the world am I doing?”Then I started
appreciating the silence. You cannot
appreciate silence until you discover
that almost all of your days and nights
are filled with noise. Noise can come
from kids, spouses, barking dogs or
invented drama in your head. Having
the ability to empty your mind first
thing in the morning makes for a more
energizing day.

“A” is for Affirmation
We all know that optimism is good.
However, it is powerful stuff when
you tell yourself each day that it will
be a good day. A lot of that chatter in
our heads is generated by negativity.
Spending time each morning filling your
head with positive affirmations fights off
the effects of “blue-ish” thinking. When
you have self-doubt, thinking that doubt
away with self-affirmation gives you the
power to overcome.

“V” is for Visualization
I read one time that Tiger Woods
visualizes every shot he makes prior
to taking a swing at the golf ball. Elrod
notes that Will Smith visualized his
future success before he ever left the
projects of Philadelphia. I guess that
I have visualized my future before;
however, I always called it “living in the
clouds.”
After reading the book, I spend some

time every morning visualizing my day.
Notice I did not say the far off future. I
visualize just that day. It is amazing the
feeling you have when you visually plan
your day. It makes life so much easier.

“E” is for Exercise
I know. You were expecting this one.
I have long fought building exercise in
to my daily routine. I used the “I am too
busy/tired” excuse for years.
Now exercise is part of my daily
routine. I started real simple. I just
went outside and walked around my
neighborhood for 15 minutes each
morning. It was amazing watching
the neighborhood come alive! The
simple increase in heart rate and deep
inhalations of oxygen cleared my mind,
and frankly, my soul.

“R” is for Reading
I have already admitted that I am not
a fan of reading. But now books and
articles are much handier. They exist on
the Internet, on e-readers, on Ipads, on
phones and via audio.
Did you catch that last one? Books
can be downloaded and listened to
via audio. This is perfect for me. Some
days I listen to a positive self-help book
while exercising. Other days after I have
exercised hard, I listen to a book while
I rest afterwards. Nevertheless, I read. It
is important to expand your mind every
day. Otherwise, it turns to mush — I
think.

“S” is for Scribing
Like silence, this one was a head
scratcher for me. At first, I wondered
what to write? It seemed that each
morning the first thing that I wrote was
“I am tired.”
There is no limit as to what topic you
should write on. Write about your goals,
dreams, plans, family, commitments,
lessons learned, etc. The goal is not to
write perfectly. The goal is to get it out
of your brain. Dump it on to a piece of
paper. It is amazing how much clarity
you get from simply writing. In fact, I
am gaining clarity by writing this article.
There you have it, folks, Hal Elrod’s
“Life S.A.V.E.R.S.” I encourage all of you
to implement them in some form. I
cannot begin to describe the effects of
these activities on my life. We owe it to
everyone around us to live out our best
lives.
I enjoy hearing from others how they
live their best lives. Feel free to look me
up at www.westgalawyer.com to send
me an e-mail sharing your story.
Cade Parian is an attorney practicing
plaintiff’s personal injury, pharmaceutical and
medical device litigation. His law firm, The
Parian Law Firm, LLC, is based in Carrollton,
Georgia, and it represents people in over
26 states across America. He is a regular
contributor to many national magazines
and blogs focused on helping people be more
aware of the dangers associated with everyday
life. He can be reached by e-mailing him at
cade@westgalawyer.com.
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FIRE STATION PROFILE

Summerville Fire and Rescue
Department Name: Summerville
Fire and Rescue
County: Dorchester County
Type Department: Combination
ISO: 3
Number of Stations: 5
Number of Apparatus: 8
Pumpers: 5 front line, 2 reserve
Aerials: 2 front line, 1 reserve
Specialty: 1 heavy rescue
Do you provide EMS? Yes, First
Responder
Specialty Operations: Hazardous
Materials Team
Annual Budget: $6.5 million
Area Covered Square miles: 18
square miles
Population: 50,000
Total Runs: 4324 Total: 65 percent
EMS, 35 percent Fire-Other
Chief: Chief Richard G. Waring IV
Chief Officers: 4
Assistant Chief Johnny Allston
Battalion A: Battalion Chief Anthony
Myer
Battalion B: Battalion Chief Brent
Melcher
Battalion C: Battalion Chief Ronnie
Bryant
Other Officers: 22 Captains: 7 per
shift and Assistant Fire Marshal
Number of Members: 2015
Staffing: Paid: 98 personnel/volunteer:
12 personnel/Total: 110 personnel
2016 Projected: Paid 101 personnel/
Volunteer: 12 personnel/Total: 112
personnel
Address: 300 West Second North
Street, Summerville, South Carolina
29483
Website: http://www.
summervillesc.gov/firedept
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Phone: 843-873-5107 / Fax: 843871-6954
Community Outreach:
Child Safety Seat Installation
Smoke Detector Program
Top Two concerns in your
community: Extensive growth and
traffic issues
What are you doing for fund
raising? Carolina Children’s Charity
What upgrades will you make
in your department this year?
• Bring staffing to 101 personnel
• Purchase new fire engine
• Rebuild Station to for additional
personnel
Three to four year projection:
Additional engine company,
manpower, and Station 6.
What special hazards or unique
businesses in your community?
• Main freight train traffic daily
• Water treatment facility
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BARNYARD MANAGEMENT

Making Stone Soup
In several
European countries
there is an old tale
of Stone Soup. It
has many variations
in various
countries. I am
most familiar with
By Ken Farmer
the French version.
The main part of
the folk story centers around three
soldiers who are on their way back
home from the Napoleonic wars. They
are hungry and tired and just cannot
seem to find any food. They get real
creative after they find a big cooking
pot. One of the soldiers goes down to
the local river and gets a large clean
stone. While he is gone, the other two
gather up some firewood and carefully
hang the pot above the flames. Once
the stone is put in the bottom of the
pot, they fill it with water and light the
fire underneath.
With time, a farmer comes by after
smelling the smoke. He approaches the
soldiers and ask what they are making.
The obvious reply comes from them
that they are making “Stone Soup”! He
asks about the contents after looking
in the pot and comments that the
soup looks very thin and weak. He
generously offers a few carrots from
his bag for the soup. The soldiers
graciously accept his kind gesture and
add the carrots to the mixture.
Not long after a second farmer
arrives and offers some onions.

His followed by a variety of local
townspeople who offer potatoes,
meats, spices, corn and a variety of
other things. The soldiers accept each
offer with the same excitement and
offer their deep thanks to each person.
In the end, a wonderful, warm
and hearty stew is ready for all to
eat. All the villagers and others who
supplied the various additions all join
together for a glorious fest of soup and
fellowship!
This story has been told over time
for many years and in many forms. It is
a tale of cooperation and warmth. The
key element is about neighbors helping
neighbors with a positive result in
the end. It tells of how a small idea
and little bit of creativity can result in
a very positive thing happening that
impacts many people.
How many times have you given up
on an idea before it had time to grow
to its full potential? I know I am guilty
of that. You give up as it seems way too
hard; costs too much; seems like just a
crazy idea that will never work or you
believe no one will ever believe in you.
We often see the hurdles ahead and
consider them impossible to climb.
In this story, the soldiers see each
rock as a stepping stone and not a
boulder to stop them! They see how
their good idea just gets better with
more input and more ideas being
added to the stone soup. They had
a dream and began to build that
dream and not just sit and feel sorry

for themselves. They chose to climb
instead of complain.
I found a few stories about how
people succeeded by failing that I
thought are worth sharing.
Kellogg’s Corn Flakes: Dr. John
Harvey Kellogg and his brother wanted
to produce cooked wheat for patients
in their sanatorium in a place called
Battle Creek, Michigan. They managed
to leave it unattended after a test
cooking of the wheat and it went stale.
Next they ran the mush through rollers
to get the water out. In desperation,
they toasted it. The resulting crispy
flakes were popular with their patients
and came to be known as corn flakes!
In 1906, his younger brother Will
Kellogg started selling his corn flakes
to the public. As they say, the rest is
history. The Kellogg cereals are still
made there to this day.
I know from experience that your
dreams must be shared to become
reality. I believe that you must share
your dreams with others to make them
real. Please keep dreaming and don’t
give up due to failure and disappoints.
Microwave Oven: We all live by our
microwaves now! If it were not for
that important kitchen appliance, I
would probably starve! In 1939, Perry
Spencer was building magnetrons for
radar systems. One day the chocolate
candy bar in his shirt pocket melted.
He checked and found out the heating
properties of microwaves worked well
and they worked great for cooking

Offering Classroom-Based, Hybrid and
Online Courses for Fire Service, EMS and Rescue
The Fire EMS and Rescue Program at ECC is designed to provide full time and volunteer fire departments with the opportunity to gain knowledge,
practical skills, and certification in modern firefighting, rescue, officer development, and fire department management skills with a variety of
emergency medical and rescue programs as well.
A broad range of specialty classes, based on both department needs and new training standards, are offered during the year. Fire Service or EMS classes
that require physical exertion and use specialized departmental equipment are offered to credentialed fire service and EMS personnel only.
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(Non-Certified, no written test)
• Live Fire Burns (Both Structural and LP Gas)
• Emergency Rescue Technician
• National Incident Management System
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• Rapid Intervention
• Special Rescue Operations
• Wildland Fire Management & Safety
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• Land Search Rescue
• Arson Detection
• Emergency Vehicle Driving
• Clandestine Drug Lab Awareness
• Water Rescue
• First Responder / CPR / Basic First Aid
• NC Fire Incident Reporting System
/ Computer Basics
• Rescue Technician / Extrication

• High Level Rescue
• Confined Space / Trench Rescue
• Spanish for Fire Service
• A wide variety of Fire Service
Refresher Programs based
on need and
departmental request

food. He kept experimenting and
created the first microwave in 1945. It
was called the Radarange!
The Harry Potter Series: The wildly
popular Harry Potter books and movies
were written by a woman named J. K.
Rowling. She started her first draft in
1990. Later that year, her mother died
after 10 years of illness. In 1992, she
moved to Portugal and taught English.
She got married and had a daughter
that same year. In only a year, in 1993,
her marriage ended in divorce sadly.
She returned to Scotland to be close
to her sister and had three chapters
completed.
By 1994 she was divorced, penniless
and jobless. She had a young child that
depended on her. She even had to sign
up for government welfare.
In 1995 no less than 12 publishers
rejected her book. In 1996 a small
publishing house took a chance and
gave her a $2000 advance. In 1997, she
had only sold 1000 copies. However
her life soon changed. In 1997 and
1998, her book was the British Book of
the Year for Children.
According to the most recent
information, she has now sold over
450 million books and has made eight
movies based on the seven book series.
The estimated worth of the Harry
Potter movies alone is $7.7 billion. Not
bad for a penniless young lady.
A dream must first start within
youself. You should take your idea and
share your dream with others. From
there, by getting buy in and support
from others, your dream can turn into
a reality. This final reality may not be
where you started. As a matter of fact;
it will probably be better than you
dreamed and hoped because you have
other people believe in your idea and
you. They added to the dream, shaped it
in new ways and improved it to make
it more of a success.
Be Safe

Ken Farmer is Section Chief, Leadership
and Fire Risk Reduction at the National Fire
Academy, United States Fire Administration in
Maryland. Email him at ken.farmer@dhs.gov.
Based on:
http://www.inc.com/ekaterina-walter/fourpeople-who-succeeded-by-failing.html
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The Value in Leadership
At some point
in your career, you
will be called upon
to lead. Or you may
be presently serving
in a leadership role.
Regardless of your
present position, if
By Steven Marks
you are taking the
time to read this
article, I know that you are committing
yourself to being an effective leader
within your organization. Lifelong
learning is an important component of
leadership.There is great value in your
commitment to learning.This value
translates to effective leadership as well
as substantial personal growth. Let us
examine how value plays an integral role
in the leadership journey.
As a student of Dr. John Maxwell, I
have embraced one of his foundational
tenets: Leadership is all about adding
value to others. Living out this principle,
however, is not always easy. It’s not like
a light switch that can simply be turned
on when needed. It is a regimented
process; one that we grow into over
time, through trials and errors, and with
much practice. For some this process
comes naturally while for others, it can
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be a slow progression.There are steps to
take to achieve the principle of adding
value to others and I would like to offer
this value sequence overview for your
consideration.

Step 1: Value Yourself
The first step in adding value to
others is to value you. Perhaps that
seems counter intuitive or even a bit
selfish. But in order to lead others, you
must first prepare yourself to do so. Selfawareness is where it all begins. What
are your personality traits? What is your
emotional intelligence? What are you
truly passionate about? Sometimes the
answers are not as easy to uncover as we
would like, but it is important to spend
time making these discoveries. And it
is certainly appropriate to consult with
family and friends to help you become
more self-aware.
Value yourself by being happy with
whom you are becoming. As leaders,
we are always learning and growing to
become more effective. We are changing
the things we need to about ourselves
to be better leaders. It is a constant
work in progress.Take pride in your
accomplishments.Treat yourself kindly.
Exercise regularly and eat healthy.

Maintain a positive attitude. Embrace
gratitude and humility. And remember that
you are allowed to be vulnerable, because
at some point you will need to be.
Accept that you are going to make
mistakes along the way … and when you
do, own those mistakes. It is not easy or
comfortable to stand up in front of your
team and acknowledge your errors. But
it is extremely valuable to do so. Being
humble in admitting your mistakes is a
respected asset that not only makes you
a better leader, but it models a behavior
that you would like to see in your team.
Creating an open and honest environment
will inevitably add value to others as well.

Step 2: Add Value to
Those Whom You Influence
Adding value as a leader does not
mean that you have to be a company
officer or crew supervisor or the chief
of the department. Effective leadership
can occur at any level of the organization,
both formally and informally.The key is
that as a leader, you are striving to add
value to those people with whom you
regularly interact. Regardless of your
position, you can positively influence
others though effective leadership. So
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how can we add value to others?
Consider that as leaders, we should
equip our team for success. One effective
method involves striving for positive
reinforcement whenever possible.
Certainly there will always be a need for
corrective actions in the work we do, but
dwelling on the problems does not add
value like emphasizing and celebrating
the successes.This positive reinforcement
will always yield a higher return for
our time and effort investment, and it
promotes an environment of enhanced
moral.
A win for the team is a win for the
team leader. Serving as a mentor or
coach, and empowering others to
achieve success translates to a win-win.
Establish expectations and give people
the resources and support to complete
the task. Allow for mistakes, as that is how
many of us learn. And always remember,
it’s not about you, it is about adding
value to others. In other words, in your
leadership methods, shift your agenda
from “What’s in it for me?” to “What can I
do for others?”
To add value to others, remember
that gratitude is the attitude to have. It’s
See VALUE page 29
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Recruitment and Retention:
Extra expense or priceless benefit?
Volunteers and
employees are
without a doubt
the most priceless
resource we have
in emergency
services. When
they perform
By David
to the highest
Hesselmeyer
standards they
portray our agency as outstanding and
above excellence. When they become
frustrated, annoyed, or lack in skills
they can cause the rest of the agency
to seem as if we are incapable of
performing to any level. Every agency
is, or should be, devoting effort to
being the best that they can be so we
can provide the utmost service.
Volunteers and employees can also
be a large expense in our budgets.
I remember watching “Burn: One
Year on the Frontlines of the Battle
to Save Detroit” where former Chief
Donald Austin is speaking with
some firefighters and he explains
that the salaries of his department
accounted for over 90 percent of their
entire budget. Now I doubt that the
percentage is that high for most of
us but it is likely still high even with
volunteer agencies where we still
have to pay for items such as workers
compensation, retirements, etc.
So it is evident that we spend
resources on our staff and that they
can really show off our hard work and
dedication to those who we agreed to

protect. Thus we need them and need
to keep them.

Recruitment
and Retention Programs
Do you have a recruitment and
retention program? I hope the answer
is yes.
Recruitment and retention
programs are made to help us find
the highest qualified or dedicated
candidate to offer employment. The
programs are also there to make
sure that as we put more resources
into these employees to make them
superior, these resources are not
wasted when the employees leave for
another agency.
When I lecture on these programs
this is the time I start getting questions
or comments.
— “The employees just want more
pay.”
— “We do not have money for
programs like this!”
I have heard these and similar
comments many times. The problem
is that most people look at the cost of
these programs and normally limit it
to pay only — which we will discuss
later — but do not look at the cost of
losing employees and volunteers.

Comparison
Let’s make a quick comparison.
You are in the process of compiling
your budget. You decide to try to

create a line item for this program
and add one thousand dollars to do
some work in the program. Well the
cost is simply that, the amount you
budget. You may have someone still
leave as not every parting employee
or volunteer has the option to stay.
But you may not fully know how
many stopped looking for other
opportunities due to your actions.
Secondly, you make no changes.
Employees quit, volunteers quit. Do
we ever really think of this cost?
During the time that we have an open
position we have to spend money
on overtime to maintain staffing
levels. We have to, due to federal and
state human resource laws, open the
position and advertise the job — more
cost. We must interview and test the
applicants which costs manpower
hours of interviewers and time away
from other duties. We also have to
train the new candidate. This does not
really stop until we can say the new
candidate is up to the level of the
employee who left.
With volunteers it is harder to gauge
as you mainly have to train the new
recruit and likely do not spend the
same money. That being said we know
that trained and dedicated volunteers
are so important to the volunteer
companies. Giving up a trained for an
untrained volunteer is not an option
we would like to make.
The cost of this second option is
harder to calculate. If you are willing

to dedicate the time to look at the
costs mentioned above for the last
five years, calculate what annual
average cost you spend to maintain
staffing. Keep in mind there is also
an immeasurable cost of not having
adequate trained and ready to go staff,
which could mean there is additional
damage to persons and or property to
your citizens.
It is my hope you can see it is likely
that the first option is less costly.

Recruitment and Retention Ideas
As mentioned before, increasing a
staff member’s pay — whether hourly
rate or per call basis — is not the only
retention strategy.
I am the officer responsible for
recruitment and retention for Buies
Creek Fire Department. We are a
combination department that is made
up of four full time members, 12 part
time employees, and 53 volunteers,
so we have to look at this program in
a variety of ways but all that we do is
open to all members.
A recent example of a retention
project was the Super Bowl. The fire
department offered for all members
and their significant others to come
and watch the Super Bowl together.
The fire department provided pizza for
all and required all members to bring
some side dish and drink. The cost of
this was very low for the department.
However, for a period of about five
hours we had two engines, a ladder, a
squad, and an ambulance staffed. We
bettered our relationship between
ourselves as well as between the three
types of members we have.
There are many other needs that
our members have that we can
provide making them want to stay if at
all possible.

Conclusion
There is much more to recruitment
and retention programs than most
people think. Soon we will be
following this information up with
how to build better programs, what
kinds of needs our members have, and
similar discussions. Hopefully now
you can see that these programs can
have profound impacts on our staffing
situations.
Thanks and be safe!
David Hesselmeyer, M.P.A., has been in
emergency services for 16 years. Currently
he is a firefighter, rescue technician,
paramedic, and North Carolina Executive
Emergency Manager. Hesselmeyer is the
owner and primary consultant with On
Target Preparedness (OTP) which contracts
with emergency services agencies and non
profits to assist in risk assessments, plan
writing, plan revision, exercise development,
etc. He currently volunteers with Buies
Creek Fire Rescue and works part time with
Harnett County EMS. He can be contacted at
dhesselmeyer@ontargetprep.com or visit his
website at www.ontargetprep.com.
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We the Fire Service

By Douglas Cline

We the fire
service have a debt
of gratitude. One
generation shall
praise your works
to another, and shall
declare greatness
of your mighty
acts, learning
from failures and

mistakes.
I know that as a fire service member
I owe a large debt of gratitude to
many great people who have paved
the way for others like me to have
the opportunities we currently have.
There have been many fine brothers
and sisters who have given their hearts
and souls to the fire service, working
tirelessly to make it better, stronger and
safer. For all of you whom have paid
this price and contributed “We the Fire
Service” say,“Thank You!”
I just want to say that these great
folks mentioned above were and are still
the best of the best when it comes to
mentoring. So what is going on today?
To cut to the chase “We the Fire Service”
have lost the art of mentoring. It only
takes one generation to lose all that we
know and have learned from our great
heritage. Do we really want to do that?
I say NO! So, what are WE going to do
about it?
Those officers and fire service
leaders who are disgruntled, negative,
always blaming someone else, never
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sharing, just hanging out, waiting on
retirement or a pay check need to get
off your duffs and start being officers,
resign your positions or retire. Simply
put —lead, follow or get out of the
way! As we quickly approach a time
when much of the fire service’s legacy,
knowledge and experience will be
retiring, we are destined to face the loss
of great leadership.This could prove
to be a tragedy for our profession or
we can make it a positive benchmark.
A lot is going to depend upon several
generations working closely together,
the baby boomers and the generation
Y and X coming together and realizing
that the future belongs to those who
prepare. For years I seen and taught
under those words.You see the slogan,
“The Future Belongs to Those Who
Prepare For It” posted on the training
class room wall of the Henderson, North
Carolina, fire department.
I just recently listened as Chief Steve
Cordell expressed those very words to
several youthful firefighters and officers
that were in that classroom, attending
one of the courses I was teaching there.
As a chief fire officer, an instructor and a
previous member of that department, it
always struck me as an encouragement
to continue to push to make a
difference. Often times I personally
struggled with just what that slogan
really was saying. Well it is presently
very clear what it means — it is time
that we prepare for our future and start

I know that as a fire
service member I
owe a large debt of
gratitude to many
great people who
have paved the
way for others like
me to have the
opportunities we
currently have.
paying off that debt of gratitude and
start giving back to the next generation
or they won’t have anything to praise
us about. Our efforts of paying it
forward must be one of tireless efforts,
one, which we must embark on with
extreme passion and pride of what
the fire service is understanding what
it truly means to the fire service, the
people we serve and communities we
serve in.
We the fire service have a heritage
of being just that, the fire service. So,
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where am I going with this? We have got
to focus on our heritage in a two-facet
approach.The first facet is we have got
to remember where we came from and
what is important about the history of
the fire service. We can NEVER forget
the major events like Kingman, Arizona,
Hackensack, New Jersey, New York
City Fathers Day fire and the events of
September 11, 2001. Nor should we
forget our recruit academy, our first fire,
our first cut job our first day at the fire
house, the great family events and even
the sadness stricken times like funerals
for a lost brother or sister in the line of
duty. However, we also must focus on a
more serious issue, the fact that the fire
service has a heritage of not learning or
wanting to learn from the fire service
mistakes. We know what the causes of
line of duty deaths are.There is a lot of
effort being placed on programs that
address this by folks like Ron Siarnicki
from the National Fallen Firefighters
Foundation (NFFF) to ensure “Everyone
Goes Home.” But, when I look at the
same repeated mistakes that our fire
service makes over and over again and
when firefighters refuse to read and/or
study why these occurred, it appalls me
to no end. We have the answers in front
of us! But, when leaders don’t want to
address the problems and firefighters
fight against these necessary safety and
cultural changes, we have serious issues
in our family heritage.
As I write this piece there are
departments changing their response
policies, tactical operational guidelines
and others who are conducting research
for a safer fire service. I am proud that
we are learning from tremendously sad
events and vicariously from others. Here
is the reality check — there are many
others across the nation in this great
business that we call the fire service
that think that this type of response or
progressive way of thinking is crazy and
that we are some how doing something
wrong.This is not an isolated issue; it is
embedded in the culture from coast to
coast. As officers and fire service leaders
we must learn from our mistakes and
pass them along to the next generation
so we don’t keep repeating history.
We the fire service have a burden
of responsibility — a responsibility
to leave the service better than we
inherited it.This means we have to learn
from our own and other’s mistakes. We
must set a course of direction that has
safety as the focus.This will mean that
many cultures, values, opinions and
beliefs will have to be changed or better
yet educated. Leaders must be diligent
in their efforts working tirelessly to
accomplish the vision exhausting all
means for a successful journey. Never
lose faith or lower the vision! Falling
short of the vision is better than setting
one low and making it. If leaders will
follow the vision with heart-felt desire,
you will win and the fire service will be
better for it.
To sum it all up you must keep the
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vision and keep from getting distracted.
To keep the vision you must understand
that it will require personal sacrifices
and risks to be taken. In making
sacrifices and taking risks we often
feel like we are out on a limb. Well
guess what, you are! But if we don’t
take chances you most likely will not
keep focused on what is important, the
vision you have set as a leader.These
distractions that come up often pull
even the best leaders off of the vision.
When we keep our vision, we often
receive harsh criticism. But remember,
DO NOT compromise for what seems
easier nor be discouraged by the
criticism. STAY ON THE WALL!
So what is my responsibility you ask?

We the Fire Service
Have to Stay Informed
This means that you have to be well
traveled. Part of the problem we have
in the fire service is that of the old
culture.That is folks don’t want to learn
what happened elsewhere, they think
that it doesn’t apply to them. Well the
same problems and issues are across
the nation both in rural small volunteer
fire departments to large metropolitan
departments. Most fire service members

Value

Cont’d from page 25
just two simple words:Thank You! It is
amazing that we can yield so much value
in just those two words, as long as we are
sincere in our intent and delivery. Even
when our people are simply meeting
the expectations, a well timed word
of appreciation can go a long way in
showing that you care about them. In
times when raises are non-existent, and
especially in volunteer settings, gratitude
is the reward of choice.

Step 3: Add Value to
Those Whom You Serve!
This is likely the easiest step as we
are accustom to caring for and adding
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have no clue what is going on in the
federal, state or local government
that will affect them. We are slow as
a profession to accept anything from
the outside world.The most under
used resource in the fire service is the
National Fire Academy (NFA). If folks
haven’t noticed, most fire chief job
advertisements require the candidate be
a graduate of the Executive Fire Officer
(EFO) program from the NFA. I recently
had a chief officer tell me that he had
spoken to a few people and they said
the NFA was over rated. Well, I guess
those folks are like a lot of others —
NOT INFORMED!

We the Fire Service
Must Get Involved
We must unite the entire fire service
for the common goals.To do this we
need fire service leaders to step up
and take an active role in fire service
organizations. One of the best ways to
make change to the culture is through
training. A great organization to get
involved with if you like training is the
International Society of Fire Service
Instructors (ISFSI). By the way, if you
are an officer let me remind you are
an instructor, whether certified or not,
value to those whom we serve.Whether
we encounter an ill person or a family in
distress whose house is on fire, we are
trained to provide compassion in our
actions, thereby adding a value to those
who are in need.There are days, however,
when even this can be challenging.We all
have run the nuisance sick call at 3:00 a.m.
or the repeated alarm malfunction, and
in those cases, it can be easy to lose our
composure. But in keeping John Maxwell’s
mantra in mind, leadership is all about
adding value to others.
Every shift we come upon someone
who is having a bad day.Take just a
moment to place yourself in their position
and consider how you would like to
be treated. In that moment, it is easy to
recognize how to best add value to your
interaction. Perhaps the value takes on the

you still have an obligation to teach.
Taking this to another focus, just how
many of you are really involved in
your department? Leading and making
efforts to make change or are you sitting
around on your hands looking to see
who else is going to do it saying,“That’s
not my job”? Well guess what, if you are
doing this, it is your job as a fire service
member and especially as an officer.

We the Fire Service Have to
Humble Ourselves and Serve
Others
Our job is to serve our customers
both internal and external any way
possible. President Kennedy in his
campaign said,“Ask not what the
country can do for you but ask what
you can do for your country.” I think it
is time we as fire service leaders and
members followed this. I am saying to
you,“Ask not what your department or
the fire service can do for you, but what
you can do for your department and the
fire service.”
This really drives me to focus on the
topic “What Do These Bugles Really
Mean?”We as leaders today will face
the end of our careers. Many of my
mentors are at that point currently.
role of a listening ear, or a gentle touch, or
an empathetic remark, in addition to the
services you provide.And you never know
just how valuable that interaction may be
in that person’s moment.

Step 4: Make Every Day
a Value Added Day!
Leadership is an acquired skill just like
tying knots or starting an IV. Proficiency
comes with practice. Much of what you
have just read may have been common
knowledge. And this material is just an
overview of many different ways to add
value as a leader. Sometimes the most
difficult aspect is simply applying the
process on a daily basis. We all get busy
and frustrated. Leadership is not an
easy task and it takes more effort to be
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However, the leadership lessons they
can still share are countless.Thank God
that these folks took an interest in us,
the leaders of the current fire service,
when we were youthful firefighters and
officers.The future of the fire service is
in your hands. Will you be satisfied with
mediocrity and status quo saying,“well
this is just the way it is here” or will you
take the proactive approach and realize
that today’s fire service has changed,
change is inevitable and if we don’t
change we die on the vine a slow death
before we even know it.
We the fire service — are you truly
a part of this great profession. What
is your fire service profile? Are you a
shiner, whiner or recliner? What are you
going to do to make a difference?

Douglas Cline is a 32-year veteran and
student of the Fire Service serving as Assistant
Chief of Operations with Horry County Fire
Rescue. Cline, a former Fire Chief, is a North
Carolina Level II Fire Instructor, National Fire
Academy Instructor and an EMT-Paramedic
instructor for the North Carolina Office of
Emergency Medical Services. Chief Cline is
President of the International Society of Fire
Service Instructors (ISFSI) and the Immediate
Past President of the Southeastern Association
of Fire Chiefs (SEAFC).

a leader than to simply fall in with the
crowd. But the rewards are always far
greater! So do what you can to make
every day a value added day.
Steve Marks currently serves as the assistant
chief for the Cove Creek Volunteer Fire
Department in Vilas, North Carolina. He has
been involved in various capacities within the
emergency services community since 1982,
working in both operations and administration.
As a certified instructor, he teaches leadership,
disaster management and multi-agency
coordination. Marks earned a Graduate
Certificate in Community Preparedness and
Disaster Management from the University
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill and a Masters
of Science in Emergency Management from
Jacksonville State University.
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EXTRICATION EDUCATION

Heavy Vehicle Rescue
As I sit and write
this article, the
holidays are upon
us. Christmas is
only a few weeks
away and then
we will move
into another year.
By David Pease
However, when
you read this, the
holidays will be over. Sometimes I
wonder where time goes. With this
time of year more people are on
the roads and highways traveling to
visit family and friends. With more
traveling comes more motor vehicle
crashes. The fact is that drinking
while driving, along with texting and
driving, will play a major role in these
crashes. We as rescuers should take
it upon ourselves to try and educate
young and old about the hazards and
consequences of doing this. If we
can prevent just one crash or fatality,
we have achieved a great thing. Also
keep in mind that this time of year
is for family and friends. We spend a
lot of our time training and looking
after others, so we need to set aside
family and friend time as well. As we

get older we have time to ponder the
past, and how it effects the present
and future. I have come to realize
that we are put here for others, not
ourselves. If everyone realized this
and worked accordingly, the world
would be a better place.
We have covered a lot of ground in
past issues on heavy vehicle rescue,
and I have some really good pictures
for you to look at from several classes
I was just involved in. We know that
we have multiple challenges when
working with heavy vehicles that
include dealing with the weights and
sizes of the vehicles themselves. The
fact is, over 85 percent of all injury
and fatal crashes involve passenger
vehicles. So in most cases, we have
to stabilize and lift the truck off of
the smaller vehicle to perform an
extraction.
There will be occasions that the
truck driver will have to be extricated
from his or her vehicle. We talked
about removing doors and having to
work at elevated levels. You may have
to work from ladders or if possible
use a rollback.
During the class we ran for Climax

C
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NAFI’S

INTERNATIONAL FIRE, ARSON & EXPLOSION
INVESTIGATION TRAINING PROGRAM
NAFI & IAFI Co-Sponsored Program
®

®

Do You Want The Best Fire Investigation Training
Taught By Top Instructors?
Internationally recognized authorities will present illustrated lectures on fire and explosion investigation.
The training program lecturers are among the premier fire and explosion experts in the world. All
technical speakers are members of the NFPA Technical Committee on Fire Investigations or its Task
Groups. Nowhere else can the fire and explosion investigator meet and learn from these acknowledged
experts in their fields, all gathered together for one training program. The program will focus on proper
investigative techniques as outlined in NFPA Fire Code 921 - Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigations.
Both basic and advanced lectures will be given. This training program is designed to meet the needs of
the newest investigator as well as to enhance the knowledge of the most experienced investigator.
Program Topics will cover
*
*
*
*
*
*

Dynamics of Fire Investigation
Chemistry and Physics of Fire Behavior
Science of Fire Dynamics
Basic and Advanced Fire Pattern Analysis
Fire/Explosion Scene Investigation Techniques
Diagramming of the Fire and Explosion Scene

*
*
*
*
*
*

Collection and Preservation of Evidence
Origin Determination
Evaluation of Fire Causes - Failure Analysis
Determination of Electrical Fire Causes
Explosion Dynamics and Scene Investigation
Effective Fire Case Testimony

The program will be held at the Double Tree Suites on Southcenter Parkway in
Seattle, WA. 1-800-222-8733. Use code NAF.

For further information or to register for this Program, Contact:
FIRE SEMINAR - 857 Tallevast Road Sarasota, FL 34243 Phone 941-355-9079

WWW.NAFI.ORG
***March 18, 2016 - Certified Fire Investigation Instructor (CFII): This course centers around instructor methodology as it relates to
the field of fire investigation. Topics: Theories of Adult Learning, Evaluation Practice, Instructional Techniques, Objectives, Session and Course
Content, and Safety & Standards. The certification examination will be held at the end of this one-day training program.
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Fire, they had the chance to work
off ladders as well as a rollback. They
also were able to use the hydraulic
cutters to work on removing the
doors and roof. We had the golden
opportunity to be able to cut up a
new 2013 Volvo tractor with sleeper
that was graciously donated by Volvo.
This allowed for real life practice
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of cutting on a newer vehicle. The
framing included high alloy boron
and the truck also had a frontal
airbag. Volvo is the only tractor at this
time that offers that. When it comes
to accessing folks in large vehicles,
I prefer the reciprocating saw and
an air chisel over hydraulics any day.
We proved this to be true during this

training. The first door was removed
and then the second door utilizing
the reciprocal saw.
When it comes to trying to enter
the sleeper cab from the outside,
the reciprocal alone doesn’t work as
well. With the assistance of the air
chisel, however, it then is successful.
When using a reciprocating saw to
cut, you must be able to keep the
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blade guard up tight to the vehicle
or material you are cutting to start
with. If not, you will quickly bend or
break even a good quality blade. I see
a lot of folks make this mistake and
then find fault with the blade and
not their technique. The other thing
to watch out for is; if you are cutting
See HEAVY page 32
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Heavy

Cont’d from page 31
through several layers of material and
there is space between them, you
again can quickly bend or break a
blade. The option is to skin the outer
shell with the air chisel and then
go in and cut the framing with the
reciprocating saw. This allows you to
see exactly what you are cutting and
puts you in better control of your cut.
Remember if you are cutting plastic, it
can gum up your blade and reduce its
cutting capability. The reciprocating
saw can be a great tool to have if used
correctly.
A corded saw may work best, but
there are some really good cordless

saws that can be used as well. Also,
make sure you use top notch blades
and not cheap hardware blades. Bosch
makes one of the best demolition
blades I have come across yet, and
is what we used in this class. Make
sure you use a panel cutter chisel bit
for skinning the outer shell. Even a
standard air chisel will work fine to
do this. You can invest in a high dollar
rescue air chisel, but the chisels from
your local Home Depot, Lowes, and
Northern tool will work just fine. Do
remember to have a good air supply
since they can use a lot of air, real
quick.
Once the doors were removed, the
class had the chore of removing the
roof. In this case, they enlisted the

help of a large wrecker to support
and remove the roof once it was cut.
Again, while working at heights, you
have to be careful about how you cut
and remove things. The roof was also
removed easily with the reciprocating
saw. When working at heights, the
lighter the tools the better, and the
saw is pretty light and easy to handle.
We will look at how to use large
wreckers in heavy vehicle rescue next
time around and have some good
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pictures from a class up in Virginia I
was able to assist with. When you read
this, the holidays will be over, but I
would like to wish everyone a Merry
Christmas and hope the New Year
brings great joy and satisfaction for
you and your family. Until next time,
stay safe and train hard.
If you have any questions or comments,
please shoot me an email at reds100@aol.
com. Until next time, train hard, be safe,
and know your equipment.
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FIRE STATION PROFILE

Oak Ridge Fire and Rescue Company
Department Name: Oak Ridge Fire
and Rescue Company
County: Guilford
Type Department: Combination
Structure: Volunteer Private 501 C3
ISO: 6
Number of Stations: 2
Number of Apparatus: 8 Pumpers,
3 Tankers, 2 Specialty: 3
Do you provide EMS? Yes. What
type? BLS
Annual Budget: $1.2 million
Area Covered Square miles: 27
Population: 9500
Total Runs: 795 Fire: 418 EMS: 377
Chief: Steve Simmons
Chief Officers: Asst. Chief Sam
Anders, Asst. Chief Tim Frazier
Other Officers: 1 Captain and 4 Lt.
Number of Members: 35 Paid: 16
Volunteer:19
Address: 8325 Linville Rd Oak Ridge,
NC 27310
Website: Oakridgencfire.com
Phone: 336-643-3783
Community Outreach:
Teach CPR classes to public, Smoke
Alarm installation program, permanent
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child safety seat checking station, fire
and life safety programs on request
Top Two concerns in your
community:
Growing senior citizen population
and meeting community growth and
expectations
What are you doing for fund
raising? Annual barbeque
What upgrades will you make in
your department this year?
Replace five sets of turnout gear,
replace service vehicle, replace Thermal
Imaging Cameras, remodel station
kitchen, hire a full time FLSE.
What special hazards or unique

businesses in your
community?
Natural gas
pipeline through the
district, elementary
school, middle
school, high school,
community college
campus and military
school
What We’re
Doing
We continually strive to understand
and meet the community risks of our
growing district.This includes increasing
education and an ever changing
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emergency response. Not only public
education, but keeping our members up
to date on the latest trends in the fire
service, allowing for the safest working
environment for our members.
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Mutual Aid for Your
Public Information Officer
Mutual Aid can be
defined, simply, as
reciprocal aid and
cooperation among
organizations and
agencies. In the
world of Public
Safety, mutual aid
By Bill Suthard
agreements are
absolutely vital.
The same can be said with the Public
Information Officer (PIO) relationship.
Do YOU provide “Mutual Aid” to your
fellow PIO professionals?
In my summer article, I discussed
the importance of your agency’s Public
Information Officer partnering with
your community to “Engage and Inform.”
Also we discussed the need to branch

out, into the community and seek to
participate in community events and
opportunities.This promotes your
department, tells your agency’s “story”
and strengthens the community
around you. As I mentioned in
the summer, our town’s motto is
#OneTownOneTeam. While this motto
reflects the collective partnership
of the town departments working
together, it also reflects our connection
within the community when we
participate and share these events.
Our hashtag #OneTownOneTeam is
recognized, shared and used frequently
now within our community and we’re
very proud of that. Our messaging and
approach is spreading — perhaps it
can become contagious!

The very same approach/motto can
work with an adjoining community’s
agency. We experienced this first hand
recently when our fire department
responded to an accident on the
interstate.The accident involved a jack
knifed tractor trailer that was blocking
the entire interstate and one of our
engine companies became stuck on
scene (in traffic) just south of the
accident. Fortunately we had a mutual
aid company responding from the town
just north of us. Cornelius-Lemley Fire
Rescue was able to access our scene
from the North — driving the wrong
way on the closed interstate. Law
enforcement and the hired wrecker
service estimated the removal of the
truck to be around three to four hours.

With our engine company stuck on the
south side of the scene and hundreds
of cars blocking it in; we were in a
predicament! It was decided to leave our
engine company, and driver/operator,
on scene while Cornelius drove our
remaining three crew members back
to our Station 1 to grab a reserve fire
truck and return to service. Cornelius,
knowing that we use the hashtag
#OneTownOneTeam quite a bit, sent a
picture of our crew inside their fire truck
with the hashtag #TwoTownsOneTeam.
That same photo found its way onto
social media and eventually became part
of a viral post, with over 1,943 shares
and 282,321 views.

Strategic Relationships/
Partnerships
The example listed above was an
example of Operational Mutual Aid
blending nicely with Media Relations
Mutual Aid and it got me thinking.
Our strategic partnership/relationship
obviously played a key part in this, how
many other agencies and organizations
do the same? How can an agency not do
the same?
Establishing relationships in advance
with fellow public safety agencies is
very important.The majority of our
public safety agencies already have
these relationships established; however,
these relationships should carry well
beyond the daily operations aspect.The
relationships should include the Public
Information Officer. He or she should
communicate daily with fellow PIO’s
and should be well aware of what the
counterpart’s priorities and what the
initiatives are.They should support them
and assist them in promoting those
initiatives.This can be as easy as sharing
a social media post or as advanced as
partnering with them and working
alongside them. I commonly refer to
this as PIO cross-pollination.This goes
far beyond the fire service and should
include our law enforcement partners,
our parks and recreation partners,
as well as our positive community
organization partners — American
Red Cross, Community Blood Center,
Salvation Army, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts —
to name a few.
As important as the organizational
partners I mentioned above, the PIO
should also openly communicate,
support, engage and actively participate
with certain businesses, corporations
and services that impact the surrounding
community that he or she represents.
Understanding that PIO cross-pollination
with these partners will also help you to
educate, engage and inform your public.
For that — your residents/customers
— will appreciate you and continue to
visit your information venues such as
social media, news releases, and websites
for more information.The theory is
that these organizational partners will
do the same as you and share your
informational releases and posts; which
in turn help increase your span of
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allows the team to be prepared if and
when a crisis occurs.The alliance
serves as a manpower pool or mutual
aid that can respond to support the
agency handling the crisis. Here in the
Metrolina Communications Alliance we
have pre-determined teams — an A, B,
and C team — made up of members of
the alliance that can deploy in a crisis
situation and quickly set up and run a
Joint Information Center in support of
the primary Public Information Officer.
Members of the Metrolina
Communications Alliance include:
Charlotte Fire Department, City of
Charlotte. Huntersville Fire Department,
Town of Huntersville, Charlotte
Mecklenburg Police Department,
MEDIC,Town of Davidson, Cornelius
Police Department,Town of Cornelius,
exposure to your community.

The Metrolina Communications
Alliance
An effective tool to support
this mutual aid is to identify and
form an organized group of public
information stakeholders — public
information officers, media relations
experts, chief officers, community
engagement coordinators — and hold
regular meetings to coordinate and
share information. In the Charlotte
Mecklenburg Region we have such
a group. It’s called the Metrolina
Communications Alliance.The alliance
meets every couple of months and
has a very diverse make up of public
and private sector membership.
The alliance meets to review, share
information, critique recent incidents

Charlotte Water Department, Char-Meck
Storm Water Services, Charlotte Airport,
Mecklenburg County, Mecklenburg
County Sheriff’s Department, CharlotteMecklenburg School System,Town of
Matthews, Piedmont Natural Gas, Mint
Hill Police Department, NC Department
of Transportation, Carolinas Healthcare,
American Red Cross, Novant Health,
Salvation Army and Duke Energy.
Bill Suthard is the Public Information
Officer (PIO) for the Huntersville Fire
Department. The Huntersville Fire Department
is a three-station fire department covering 62
square miles in northern Mecklenburg County.
Web: http://huntersvillefd.com
Twitter: @huntersville_fd
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/
HuntersvilleFireDepartment

and even train. Occasionally command
staff for certain agencies will attend as
guest speakers.Through candid, frank
discussions alliance members discuss
and share policies, tips and tricks of the
trade. During the December meeting,
Charlotte Fire shared a 32-page paper
on how to use Social Media.The paper
was produced by the Arlington Police
Department, world renowned for
their use of social media, and was very
informative.Throughout the year, the
alliance will plan training opportunities
for members. Many of these
opportunities are FEMA/DHS sponsored
and Public Information Officer oriented.
For example, for 2016 the alliance
has JIS/JIC Course (Joint Information
Systems/Joint Information Center) and
the Basic Public Information Officer
courses planned.The alliance is also
working together with the PRSA of
Charlotte (Public Relations Society of
America) to schedule and study for the
APR (Accreditation of Public Relations)
exam.

Crisis Assistance
Equally important, as learning
alongside each other, is the exposure
and experience the members of the
alliance receive working together.This
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Prehospital Guidelines for
External Hemorrhage
Clinical Care
related to current
events: I thought
that with the
current tragic
events involving
active assailants
By James Winslow
that it would be
a good moment
to review
the Evidenced-based Prehospital
Guidelines for external hemorrhage
that were published in 2014 by
the American College of Surgeons
Committee on Trauma. These
guidelines can be found in the
April/June 2014 issue of Prehospital
Emergency Care (vol 18, # 24).The
recommendations address the use of
tourniquets and topical hemostatic
agents.The first recommendation
involved the use of tourniquets.
The guidelines strongly recommend
the use of tourniquets.The panel felt
that survival was improved when used
to treat severe extremity hemorrhage.
The comment was also made that
direct pressure may be ineffective
when there is bleeding from a major
artery and impractical in many settings.
The document also addressed the

best types of tourniquets. It found
that commercially made devices using
windlass, pneumatic, or ratcheting type
components were best.There was a
recommendation against tourniquets
using elastic materials. Improvised
tourniquets should not be used unless
there is no other option.
The guidelines also stated that
tourniquets should not be released
until arrival at definitive care unless
there were long transport times or
other factors that might limit timely
evacuation.The guidelines stated that
topical hemostatic agents are indicated
along with direct pressure for areas
of external hemorrhage not amenable
to tourniquets.The guidelines stated
that the hemostatic agents should
be delivered via impregnated gauze.
The quality of evidence for these
recommendations was low.
The American College of Surgeons
also gave training recommendations.
The college stated that tourniquets and
hemostatic agents should be used under
clear practice guidelines. In addition,
prehospital personnel should be taught
proper wound packing and how to
deliver direct pressure to wounds. Lastly,
the college stated that all prehospital

BUDGETS

SHRINKING?

WE HAVE
THE ANSWER!

NEW AND USED AMBULANCES NATIONWIDE.

personnel should be trained in the use
of tourniquets and topical hemostatic
agents.
Active EMS Research Project
I would also like to bring to your
attention to some very innovative
research being done by the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.They
need more EMS participation! The
Sudden Unexplained Death Registry
(SUDDEN) study is looking at sudden
death of patients.They hope to identify
causal factors of sudden death.There is
limited research in this area and some
of the best research on this is currently
taking place in North and South
Carolina.There is no other study like
this in the world that is looking across
different states, cities and different
demographic areas.The registry needs
EMS agencies to sign up and participate.
There is very little that EMS agencies
will need to do, but they will receive
quarterly reports on trends in patient
sudden deaths in their service areas.
The focus of the project is to identify
causal factors of Out of Hospital Sudden
Unexpected Death (OHSUD) and
develop focused prevention strategies.
Potential OHSUD victims are
identified by county EMS — monthly
automated clinical software report
— and transmitted to SUDDEN
researchers via secure email.
Quarterly reports (OHSUD incidence,
location, clinical profile, etc) are
provided to EMS and a county level,
EMS directed, prevention program
can be developed that focuses on
OHSUD “hotspots” and recommended
interventions.
SUDDEN senior investigators

The American
College of Surgeons
also gave training
recommendations.
The college stated
that tourniquets and
hemostatic agents
should be used
under clear practice
guidelines.
include, Ross J. Simpson, Jr., MD, PhD,
Principal Investigator, J Paul Mounsey,
MD, PhD, Co-Principal Investigator,
and Irion W Pursell, Jr., RN, BSN,
Co-Principal Investigator. Any EMS
agency interested in participating
may contact Irion W Pursell at irion_
pursell@med.unc.edu<mailto:irion_
pursell@med.unc.edu>
Dr. Winslow graduated from Emergency
Medicine residency from UNC-Chapel Hill in
2002 and completed his EMS Fellowship in
2003. He has worked at Baptist Hospital in
Winston-Salem for the past 11 years. He was
appointed as the Medical Director of the NC
Office of EMS in 2011. This document contains
all protocol, procedures, and policies for all
EMS agencies in North Carolina.

“Peach State’s mission is simple.
We serve our customers!”
- Jim Olson (Owner)
The nation’s largest ambulance remounter
can save you thousands and extend the life of your
existing fleet with our custom ambulance remounts.
Our Certified Pre-Owned Vehicles can put you
into high quality, low mileage emergency vehicles.

Proud to be a member
of the HGAC,
buying cooperative

Call Peach State Ambulance

800-553-7724
Peach State Ambulance Inc. Ext.112
www.peachstateambulance.com
It’s Our Devotion to Quality
Since 1993
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What Are You Going to Do With
That Old Ambulance?
It has come
time to retire the
oldest member of
your fleet, and the
decision has been
made that rather
than remounting
By Jonathan Olson the module, a
total replacement
vehicle will be
ordered — the subject of remounting
will be a future article. Have you given
consideration as to what is the best
course of disposal for this ambulance?
Sure, we’d all like to get “as much as we
can get for it” to offset the cost of the
new vehicle, but perhaps it is time that
more consideration be given to exactly
what is done with retired ambulances in
the United States.
The vast majority of these retired
vehicles can and do go on to second
careers, providing a high degree of
functionality for many years to their
new owners. Many of these vehicles are
purchased by non-emergency transport
services that are able to use them for
several more years of service with
minimal financial investment.While the
original owner of the vehicle may have
accumulated several hundred thousand
miles of high-energy emergency
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work, these vehicles are often very
suitable for slower paced, less intensive
operations. I have seen other ambulances
repurposed as service vehicles for rural
fire departments as the exterior and
interior compartment space are great
for equipment storage and the climate
controlled environments inside these
vehicles are very functional for small
scale responder rehabilitation operations.
Other examples of repurposing
include use in a variety of construction
trades, mobile pet grooming, and secondhand furniture pick-up and delivery —
just to name a few examples I have seen
in recent years. One of the less desirable
examples of repurposed ambulances
was in the news in 2012 from the Fort
Worth,Texas area where an entrepreneur
had taken an old ambulance and
converted it into a mobile party vehicle,
complete with seating for 12, flat screen
televisions, fog machine and a pole.Their
advertisements did tout the benefit of
being able to ride around the area with
“digital light and climate control and
medical transport air ride suspension.”
While there was nothing in Texas statute
at the time to prevent such use of a
retired ambulance, an observant public
safety community spoke up about the
inappropriate use of this vehicle and has

sought to prevent such from happening
in the future.
While there are clearly appropriate
uses of these retired vehicles, the fact
that they are easily seen in most any
form as being “legitimate,” we should
be more concerned with how they are
used once they are no longer officially an
ambulance.
The market for retired ambulances
has no known restriction in regards to
who is allowed to purchase the vehicle
or for what purpose they intend to use
the vehicle.A recent search of the online auction site eBay found well over a
hundred ambulances of all sizes, types,
and color schemes available to this
highest bidder. None of these vehicles
lacked the legitimacy factor to allow
them to be perceived by the public as an
ambulance and many were available for
a “buy now” price of under $15,000. But
is the pushing of these vehicles into an
unrestricted market the right thing for
public safety to be doing in 2015?
In the two recent domestic terror
acts, there was extensive live news
coverage, both from the ground and
from the air.With rare exception, the
coverage included at some point the
image of an ambulance, either engaged
in the movement of the wounded or
staged for deployment once the scene
was secured to a degree that entry was
permissible. But who was there checking
the credentials of the responders to
verify that this “big truck that looks
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like an ambulance” is really a legitimate
medical crew present to render aid and
transportation? Likely, no one was. In
many communities around the nation,
such a notion is taken for granted as
everyone knows pretty much everyone
in the local EMS system since they see
each other throughout the workday,
often at the emergency department. But
in the event of a multiple patient event, it
is likely that responders will come from
the next jurisdiction, the next county, or
perhaps the next state — especially for
those of you in border areas — to assist.
Are we safe assuming that everyone
operating an ambulance is there for the
right reason? Unfortunately, that’s not
likely to be the case any longer.
On the night of Nov. 13, 2015, a series
of terrorist attacks resulted in 130 deaths
and 350 injuries in Paris, France. In the
ensuing days, much of Europe was on
high alert for additional events. On the
following Tuesday night a Germany
soccer team was hosting the Netherlands
and the game was cancelled 90 minutes
prior to beginning after it was alleged
that explosives had been smuggled into
the stadium using an ambulance as a
cover. Fortunately, no explosives were
discovered and this resulted in a nonevent. Then on Nov. 21, 2015, Belgian
authorities seized three former British
ambulances outside of Brussels at a gas
station, each still clearly labeled as being
legitimate emergency vehicles.As the
“Mirror,” a British media publication
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While there are
clearly appropriate
uses of these retired
vehicles, the fact that
they are easily seen
in most any form as
being “legitimate,”
we should be more
concerned with
how they are used
once they are no
longer officially an
ambulance.
explained,“Police are probing any
link to Islamic State after using old
ambulances was revealed to be a
hallmark cover tactic used by the
terror group.”
While in neither case have
authorities directly linked the use
of ambulances to terror activities,
it highlights the fact that these
easily recognizable vehicles can and
often do operate under an assumed
authority and legitimacy and seizing
upon that fact, could potentially be
used in a fraudulent manner.
We no longer live in the world
that we once did.And in light of that,
there are going to have to be some
future changes to the way we practice
business. Simply removing the names
and logos from the sides of the vehicle
and pushing them into an unrestricted
marketplace is not enough for we
are potentially creating problems
for the legitimacy of the vehicles
that we use every day.The examples
that we have seen around the world
will hopefully never appear on our
shores, but like history has taught us,
only time will tell. In the meantime,
as a profession, we must seek
protections to ensure that our retired
vehicles are used appropriately.We
must establish and accept standards
on what decommissioning these
vehicles means, so that in as much
as is possible, they no longer appear
as legitimate ambulances. EMS must
be proactive with this effort so as to
protect the authority and respect that
our bonafide vehicles need in order to
best serve our communities without
fear.
Jonathan Olson is the chief of operations
for Wake County Emergency Medical
Services and assistant fire chief with the
Wendell Fire Department. He is a graduate
of the NFA Executive Fire Officer program,
has over 25 years of experience in EMS
and fire operations, and is a co-author of
“Management of Ambulance Services” by
NEMSMA.
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ACTIVE SHOOTER

TEMS: Tactical Emergency Medical Specialist

By Andrew Rowley By Alan Elam

Birth of TEMS
Battlefield medicine got its origin from
the Spanish in the Siege of Malaga.The
injured troops were carried off of the
battlefield in wagons, although they were
not picked up until the end of the battle.
During the Civil War, surgeons attached to
the Union army understood the need to
bring the hospital to the war, and set up
aid stations at the regimental level.This
helped speed up the triage and treatment
of injured soldiers, resulting in a decrease
in casualties.
In 1993, the Battle of Mogadisu
prompted the military command to take
a look at how medics were being taught
and deployed with special operations
forces.Two years later, a paper titled
“Tactical Combat Casualty Care in Special
Operations” set out a new standard for
training special operations medics.This
paper became the backbone of what has
now become the military standard, and
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is transitioning to the civilian standard
for tactical medics.The main focus of the
paper was to understand how to treat
“preventable death.”This meant injuries
that could have been treated properly, but
lack of treatment resulted in death.
During the 90s on the civilian side,
medics were generally not integrated with
tactical teams. Many police departments
were combating the war on drugs, and
they were just getting their SWAT teams
established. Medics who understood that
rapid treatment made the most difference
began asking to be attached to the SWAT
teams.At first, this was simply being on
the scene, many times standing back at
the command post or warm zone.As the
medicine was proven to make a significant
difference, they began moving farther
forward to the hot zone.
Police departments started to see
the value of having a medic integrated
with the tactical team. Just as a sniper
is a specialist, a medic brings a different
specialty that has a need in the tactical
setting. In these situations the mission
comes first and the medicine comes
second.

Tactical Medic vs. Street Medic
Why was there a delay in getting the
tactical medics into the hot zone? Many

times a medic is not someone who has
that tactical experience. SWAT scenes
can be dynamic and it takes training to
understand how to operate on those
scenes. Staging on calls does not give a
medic the opportunities to understand
those concepts on even simple calls.
Many times trust is a huge component
of integrating a medic on a tactical team.
The SWAT officers train for these calls
and trust their teammates to cover them
in a high threat situation.When someone
from outside the police department is
now placed on the team, it takes time
to build that trust with the medic. Many
times that trust comes from the physical
conditioning and ability to train with
the team. SWAT calls can be physically
demanding, so if a medic cannot perform
during training, they won’t perform in the
real call.
Once the trust is established, how
does the tactical medic differ from the
street medic? Many times this answer
comes in looking into the medical bag,
or “kit,” they carry.The military began to
prove that tourniquets had their place in
rapid control of hemorrhaging, so many
tactical medics began utilizing tourniquets
before they gained acceptance back on
the ambulance.With limited space, airway
management ends up being simplified:
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NPA or surgical airway. Next, a tool for
needle decompression addresses care
of a pneumothorax.These three main
tools address the injuries that cause
“preventable death.” Other equipment for
the tactical medic is developed to save
space or weight. For example, a BVM that
collapses down to a small footprint is
preferred over the regular BVM from the
ambulance.
After tools, tactical medics also have a
few treatment differences.A tactical medic
is going to start treatment in the hot zone
where there is no ambulance. Bright lights,
space and plenty of supplies don’t exist
in the hot zone.There may also be a delay
moving a casualty from a hot zone to even
a warm zone, then to an ambulance.This
means that tactical medics need to be part
critical-care medic to take care of those
patients during the delay.

High Threat Healthcare
So what exactly does a Tactical
Emergency Medicine Specialist (TEMS)
learn? The backbone of the education
is treatment of major traumatic injuries.
Understanding the pathophysiology of
what occurs to the body is important to
understand the best treatment options.
The TEMS medic has to understand how
to integrate the medicine into the mission.
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The principles of Tactical Combat
Casualty Care (TCCC) help to understand
how to get the most effective medicine
on the battlefield at the proper time.The
“preventable death” injuries need to be
treated in order of most lethal to least
lethal, which doesn’t necessarily follow
the ABC assessment everyone learned in
EMT-B school.Time becomes a critical
factor, and understanding which injuries
can cause death quickest helps focus
treatment on the correct injury.
Other aspects of the tactical
environment become part of the
education. Less lethal tools such as
CS or OC gas,Tasers, or different
types of shotgun rounds can all have
considerations for treatment that aren’t
seen on an ambulance. Explosives,
chemicals or biological threats may also
be present on scenes and need to be
treated in very specific ways.What can be
routine on a tactical call may not ever be
encountered while riding an ambulance,
so TEMS medics need to understand those
differences.
Finally,TEMS medics need to
understand and practice procedures they
will be utilizing on tactical calls.This can
range from chest tubes, fluid resuscitation
with options besides normal saline or
canine care.The normal procedures that
they use on the ambulance now get
performed in environments with low
lights and loud sounds, which can be
sensory overload to someone who’s not
trained.

Medic of Many Hats
While high threat medicine can sound
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exciting, there are other aspects of tactical
medicine that can get overlooked in a
TCCC class. In planning stages, medics
can play an integral part. Mission threat
assessment helps the medic prepare for
threats that may be on a scene.This ranges
from weapons that have been reported
on scene to the weather, and plays a huge
part in preventative medicine.
On scenes, the medics may be
responsible for moving the patient from
the hot zone to the warm zone to meet an
ambulance crew.To be successful, medics
have to learn technical rescue techniques
to effectively move patients.This can be a
detailed skill on a scene when the threat is
still present, so hasty techniques become
utilized to do more with less.TEMS medics
have to understand how to apply those
technical rescue components to their
situation.
Preventative medicine is where the
TEMS medic makes the difference
for his or her team most often. SWAT
officers may go on scenes dozens of
times without getting shot, but problems
like hyperthermia, hypothermia or
dehydration can sneak in without notice.
Also, medical problems can present on
scene to someone who may appear
healthy and fit. Medical monitoring and
routine health screens become tools in the
TEMS medic’s pocket next to a Bougie.
“Sick call” or simple primary healthcare
quickly becomes a role that the TEMS
medic plays after trusts are built with the
team.Those who carry Tylenol always
report back that it is the most-used
medication for the simple ailments or
ortho injuries.This falls back to the 80/20

rule. Eighty percent of the injuries take 20
percent of our focus, and 20 percent of
the injuries take 80 percent of our focus.
A good TEMS medic will go through a few
bottles of Tylenol before they use his or
her first tourniquet.
Finally, a TEMS medic will also play the
role of educator.The other members of the
team should be seen as “force multipliers”
to help the medic in his or her role.TEMS
medics can teach team members the
basics of tactical medicine such as how
to place a tourniquet. If the SWAT officer
is closer to a patient than the medic,
the officer can utilize his or her own
tourniquet to get treatment started.

Training
Once someone decides they are ready
to become a TEMS medic, what’s the
next step? Find a true TEMS course.While
departments may be budget-sensitive, this
is not a place you want to cut corners
on with training.Taking a TEMS class
from a knowledgeable and competent
program could be the difference in life or
death for a SWAT officer later.Also, taking
that TEMS class from a program with
proper resources can be a better learning
environment than having the “seasoned”
medics of the team teaching the new
medics in-house.
A proper TEMS program should
stay on top of recent developments in
medicine, equipment or tactics to teach
their students. If a department or agency
is committed to putting medics on a
tactical team, this should come with the
commitment to properly train and support
the medics as well.

While a TCCC certification is a great
start for a TEMS medic, the education in
TCCC really scrapes the tip of the iceberg.
TEMS will cover non-medical topics that
will help TEMS medics understand what is
happening on a SWAT scene.This is critical
for a TEMS medic to be fully integrated
into the team. Maintaining certifications in
both should be seen as a standard.
After going through TEMS, the
next step is to train with the team.
Integrate “downed officer” drills into
routine training.While snipers spend
time working on proficiency, medics
should also be given specific time and
opportunities during tactical training. It’s
best to make mistakes during training to
find deficiencies in equipment or tactics
that can help make the team stronger.
Since these are not situations that happen
routinely on an ambulance, the medical
training needs to occur frequently for a
TEMS medic to stay proficient.Training
with the team can help the officers
practice self-aid/buddy-aid to be effective
force multipliers.
When given the opportunity, train with
other TEMS medics around the region.
This can help troubleshoot techniques
when one team has practiced something
specific that another team has had trouble
overcoming.Threats are always evolving,
and tactics/medicine should always evolve
as well.
To stay on top of overall tactical
medicine evolution, a TEMS medic should
stay on top of his or her education.
This can be achieved by going back
through a TEMS program periodically,
See TEMS page 42
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Resolutions
As a new year
begins, I think
now is the perfect
time to reflect on
where we have
been this past
year and where
we are going. We
By Christopher
saw the return of
Suprun
jihadi terrorism at
a level we have not seen since Sept. 11.
We saw a domestic terror incident at
one of our most hallowed and historic
venues in South Carolina.The question
is: are we ready?
When celebrating New Year’s, we
often make resolutions to lose weight,
give up cigars or do better about some
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“Be always at war with your vices, at peace
with your neighbors, and let each new year
find you a better man.”
— Benjamin Franklin

weakness. For me, I think the public
safety industry’s biggest vice might be
training.
I am lucky to speak across the
country and meet a variety of public
safety professionals. Often I see us
going through the motions with our
training. When I see organizations
that are uncommitted to training,
I will usually inquire and hear that
“we do this every day.” Generally, I do
not believe that to be the case, but I
do believe that you may be asked to
respond to a unique situation. Without
preparation, you will find yourself ill
equipped to slay the dragon we face.
In the latter’s case I pray we do not
play like we practice. It will lead to

innocent people being unnecessarily
hurt or killed just as quickly as not
practicing at all. While walk-throughs
have their place, are you really
practicing enough on vehicle placement,
hose deployment, SCBA failures and
cardiac arrest management? These are
some of the scenarios where we find
ourselves in trouble on the fire ground
and in emergency medicine.
Training is tough. It requires us to
move away from every day issues like
checking apparatus, handling public
relations requests and responding to
calls. It forces us to recognize that this
industry changes almost daily. We have
to keep up with those changes or find
ourselves unable to answer the call.
Training has to be a resolution we
plan to keep in 2016. It makes all the
difference in every day performance.
Let me use my son as an example. He
pitches with both arms like the major
league baseball pitcher Pat Venditte.
People are always amazed that he can
throw strikes at a league par velocity
with both arms. Other teams’ coaches
will come up to me and remark on his
talent.They don’t realize that his talent
is not accidental. It is from training his
body to throw with proper mechanics
from both sides. His journey to throwing
from both sides was not a eureka
moment where the clouds parted and a
voice arose which said,“Dodge, you will
throw with both arms!” He just had a
coach who would not allow him to play
the infield as a left-hander other than
first base. He wanted to play shortstop
and thus began a journey where he
taught himself to throw right-handed.
He has to do double the training to keep
up now.The point is that it wasn’t a
miracle. It was about training.
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I challenge each of you to use the
same mindset to become the responder
you want to be. If you are a firefighter,
are you practicing for an SCBA failure?
The life you save may be your own. If
you are a medic, are you working with
the EMTs in your system to practice pit
crew CPR to provide the best chance of
survival for your patient? If you are an
officer, are you keeping up with building
trends so that you can ensure your
crew’s safety on firegrounds? Are you
a stern father figure who requires your
crew to be seat belted while making
runs? Do you require each of your
crewmembers to have their reflective
vests on every call on a roadway?
These are the areas where our
careless and inconsistent attitude toward
training leads us down a dangerous path.
Let’s make 2016 a year where we follow
America’s first firefighter Ben Franklin
and be at war with our own vices as
they relate to training.
Mr. Franklin also wished for peace
between neighbors. While he was a
statesman and diplomat, I believe his
comments related as much to your literal
neighbors as far off foreign allies.
During my career I have found myself
on several large incidents requiring
incident command systems involving
multiple jurisdictions. While this may
have been the luck of the draw, I took
an important lesson away. Partnership
makes much more sense in public safety
than in any other industry. We are not
competing tax firms or big box stores,
but a fraternity, responding when our
neighbors need us. I have yet to be
off duty and come upon an emergent
situation where I was not immediately
greeted as a friend when I identified
myself as a firefighter/paramedic.
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Chris’ son pitching left- and right-handed.

Despite this, in my travels I hear
about how the other department down
the street does it wrong. My question is
do they do it wrong, or just different? Is
there an opportunity to learn something
new or perhaps even teach something
new to them? I am often asked about
differences in approach, but I believe in
the responder community we are much
more similar than we are different. My
uncles and cousins in New Jersey would
often take me to the fireman’s parade in
late summer to see the apparatus when
I was a child. Engine companies, ladder
companies, and rescues — they would
parade near the beach. What I could
never understand then was why were
engines red and blue and green and
honestly, ugly lime green. What I didn’t
know then, but I know now, is every
one of those crewmembers wanted to
help their community whether their
company colors were red or blue or
green.The color of their fire engine
mattered less than the care in their
heart. It took me awhile to overcome
my own preconceived notions of what
a fire engine should be and look like,
but I realized it was how we responded
to our neighbors that mattered.
In 2016, instead of bashing the fire
company or rescue squad down the
street, perhaps we could engage in
some joint training.This will make us
ready for the day we will need to know
our strengths and weaknesses. Make
2016 a year in which we reach across
borders to find out how we can help
one another. If you need to show who
is better, go have a charity softball game
where proceeds support MDA or a

TEMS

Cont’d from page 41
reading journals such as the Journal
of Special Operations Medicine, or
training opportunities provided by
the Department of Homeland Security.
Protocols and products are always
evolving as the military continues to
research.When a TEMS medic gets
complacent with education, they may
find that the tools they utilized have been
overtaken by something they are not
proficient in or their tools are no longer
supplied.
The final step a TEMS medic can make
in training is to prepare and pass the
Certified Tactical Paramedic (TP-C) exam
by the Board of Critical Care Transport
Paramedic Certification.The TP-C exam
is a challenge, but maintained by those
who are dedicated to providing the best
medical care in tactical environments.
From the outside, it may be difficult
to see all the things that a tactical medic
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youth injury prevention program.
Finally, this is the year you make
yourself better.There is no time like the
present to examine your own skill set,
training, and physical abilities and ask
how you can do it better.
If you barely passed the ropes
portion of your fire program, perhaps
now is the time to work on that again.
If you know you struggle with lung
sounds, again, you can work on that so
you are prepared instead of waiting for
someone else to handle it.
If you need motivation think no
further than our brothers with the
fire department of New York 15 years
ago this September.The radio crackled
during the event and on it was “This
is truck three and we’re still going up.”
While they were literally climbing the
stairs, we need to be going up too.
We need to train hard, because every
day is training day. Heaven forbid we
face another tragedy like 9/11, but a
house fire is just as significant to the
occupant. We will face natural disasters
again, and saving our neighbors is what
we do when we are called to serve.
We should reach out to our
neighbors to find out we can help them,
both our neighbors we respond to and
those we respond with.
Finally, let 2016 be a year we look in
the mirror and find ways to be better
responders for our communities, our
fraternity and ourselves.
Christopher Suprun is a 20-year firefighter/
flight paramedic. In addition to his day job
responding to calls, he currently serves as
Director of Education and Outreach for the
Never Forget Foundation.

does on a call.These highly dedicated
medics are involved in providing care
during high stress and high threat
environments.TEMS has evolved to meet
the needs in training those professionals
to perform their best under those
challenges.
Alan Elam is a Relief Operations
Supervisor at Mecklenburg EMS Agency.
He has been a tactical medic on the Civil
Emergency Unit and Bomb Squad for
five years. He also works as VP and Chief
Operating Officer at Special Operations Aid
and Rescue.
Andrew Rowley began his career as a
firefighter/EMT at a volunteer fire department. He
joined the Army as a medic and is now teaching
combat medicine and sustainment at the unit
level. He worked in Charlotte, North Carolina
for Mecklenburg EMS Agency, as a paramedic.
Rowley’s current position is flight paramedic
with Wake Forest Baptist Health in WinstonSalem, North Carolina. He is the president of
Special Operations Aid and Rescue, LLC.
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WELLNESS

Critical Incident Stress Management

Psychological First Aid: A Rose by Any Other Name?
PPsychological
First Aid (PFA) is a
term that was first
used by the military
during World War
II when historian
S.L.A. Marshall
developed his
By Dr. Jim
technique called
Baxendale
Historical Events
Reconstruction Debriefing (HERD). Since
that time, PFA has become widely used
as an important response to those who
have experienced a critical incident. No
longer considered a debriefing tool in
the military sense, Psychological First
Aid today is, as Dr. George Everly of the
International Critical Incident Stress
Foundation has said,“a supportive and
compassionate presence designed to
reduce acute psychological distress
and/or facilitate continued support,
if necessary.”The National Institute
of Mental Health describes PFA as “a
pragmatically oriented intervention
with survivors or emergency responders
targeting acute stress reactions and
immediate needs.” And no one who
experiences a critical incident is totally
untouched by it.
There are several models of PFA: Albert
Robert’s 7-Stage Crisis Intervention
Model; the Johns Hopkins RAPID-PFA
model; the PFA-LPC model designed for
educational settings and adopted by
Homeland Security; the SFA model of the
Miami, Florida Center for Disaster and
Extreme Event Preparedness; and many,
many more. But no matter what model is
used, all of them have one thing that ties
them together: to provide immediate help
to those who are stressed by the situation.
Critical Incident Stress Management

(CISM) also gives us a model for
intervention. Critical Incident Stress
Management, under the auspices of
the International Critical Incident
Stress Foundation, is a comprehensive
and multicomponent system, which
has been widely acclaimed as the
standard of care in crisis intervention
and the most widely used model
worldwide. It is comprehensive
because it addresses crises from three
important perspectives — before,
during and after. It is multicomponent
in that it provides numerous tactical
interventions to be used with both
individuals and groups before, during
and after a traumatic event.The
CISM model has been followed by
law enforcement, the fire service,
emergency medicine, and the military,
to name only a few, for many years. But
now, it seems, a significant arm of the
fire service has broken away from this
tried and true method of intervention.
In a very thoughtful and thoughtprovoking article in the Spring
2014 issues of Carolina Fire Rescue
EMS Journal, Shannon Pennington
addressed what he very appropriately
called “a dry hydrant crisis.” In
Life Safety Initiatives Section 13,
the National Fallen Firefighters
Foundation has apparently dropped
the comprehensive Critical Incident
Stress Management (CISM) model
and replaced it with an After Action
Reporting and Curbside Manner
program.
At this point, I want to
address a couple of myths and
misunderstandings about CISM. First,
CISM is not about psychotherapy. It
is not the exclusive domain of mental
health professionals. It is a peer driven
program that is supported by mental
health clinicians, not the other way
around. Secondly, CISM is not, and
was never intended to be, used with
primary victims of trauma. It was
designed for use with First Responders
— those who deal with the primary
victims of trauma. And those who deal
on a regular basis with the victims of
trauma are the very ones who are at
risk of secondary posttraumatic stress
disorder.
The “before” part of CISM includes
pre-crisis training and education
for First Responders; community
consultation and education; strategic
planning to assess potential need,
identify target populations, and
identify needed resources; and
building a referral network to account
for the needs of victims — medical,
mental health, housing, transportation,
etc.
The “during” part addresses specific
interventions to be used by properly
trained peers — and, where indicated,
clinicians — to mitigate the immediate
effects of a psychological crisis.The
concept of a psychological crisis was
introduced to the field by psychiatrist
Gerald Caplan in the 1960s and is
See FIRST AID page 46
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FIREFIGHTER WIFE

I Heart My Hot Firefighter
and other Internet Obsessions that Wreck Our Perception of Marriage
You think it’s
hard being a
firefighter? Try being
a firefighter’s wife.
You’ve heard that
phrase before and
watched it splash
across all your
By Lori Mercer
favorite social media
feeds and of course
the ever popular firefighter t-shirt. Such
pride! Those spouses love the challenge
of this fire life.They wouldn’t trade it
for the world. And their social media
comments scream it:
“It’s hard work but I love every
second of it.”
“We never see each other because of
his job but I knew that coming in and
won’t complain about it.”
“So proud of what he does.”
These comments make me warm and
fuzzy inside.These spouses seem to “get
it.” Hundreds of thousands of them from
what I can judge. Suddenly everyone
seems to have a fire-themed moniker
to go by online. FyrWife, FireWife194,
HeartMyFF, CFDWife, FireWifeForever.
(Totally random if one of these is you.
I didn’t look them up but pulled them
randomly out of memory. I see them
endlessly in our newsfeeds!)
Part of me wants to scream YES!
Marriages on Fire! This is what we are
working towards. With a crazy divorce
rate in the fire service — not officially
measured but look around at your crew
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and you’ll see it’s around 75 percent
— to see husbands and wives spouting
their love for each other across the
“interwebs” is something to smile about.
In fact, we seem to be pretty lucky
to live in an age when shouting loudly
that you love your spouse is acceptable
and somehow a bit hipster — at least
from this lonely and divorced first at 27
and happily remarried almost 43 years
perspective.There are so many marriage
devotions and podcasts and yes, even
t-shirts available now online. Everyone
is grabbing their share of the obsession
with “I heart my hot husband” to “I heart
my hot wife” clothing lines.
Do you want to know the dirty truth
behind all that positivity that may some
days make your stomach turn? Those
marriages aren’t perfect. I don’t know
one that is.They are simply choosing to
do the hard work and to focus on the
positive.To remember why they first fell
in love and work like crazy to not let
anything come between them. Or in the
worst-case scenario — fake it until they
make it. Not my recommended strategy
by the way. Do the work!
Yes, like all things on the Internet,
perception is not always reality.
Now I’m not going to dig down the
path of what kind of junk is in their
marriage trunk they don’t slather all
over their Facebook feed.You know
why? Because every marriage has it!
You already know what it is. Struggles
with money, balancing work and
family time, differences in opinions on

parenting, behavioral health issues and
seasons of medical issue after medical
issue robbing you of feeling strong and
healthy. All with a big dose of fire service
topics like PTSD, pension stress, medic
school and promotional processes to
emphasize the challenges.
Everyone has junk in his or her
marriage. Especially our honored,
brave, admired and set on a pedestal
firefighters.
My husband, the firefighter, the one
who speaks alongside me on this topic
and makes me legit as “the firefighter
wife” and “wife on fire” on social media,
has a favorite way to say this much
shorter and sweeter than me. According
to Dan Mercer,“Firefighters are good
at so many things — world class and
professional in many categories. And
they are ready to help a buddy out with
anything – HVAC, deck building, ropes
rescue, car repair. But as a profession,
we stink at marriage. And to make it
worse, we don’t reach out to help each
other when our marriages need some
maintenance.”
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If you are in that space where you
don’t want to proclaim everlasting
love from the Instagram rooftops you
probably feel pretty defeated seeing
these optimistic couples shout their love
online. It’s hard to see when you are in
that space of hurt and frustration where
you love each other but don’t like each
other very much right now. Or those
spaces of so-much-busy-we-haven’tslept-under-the-same-roof-in-a- week that
you can’t even imagine time for a date
night. Next moment you have alone
together you need to figure out bill pay
and schedules and make sure you’re still
kissing that same face that made you
giddy on your first date.
Let me share some quick tips for
digging out of those dead places in our
marriage:
1. Don’t compare – but give it a
try. Especially don’t compare to what
you see online. Comparison is the thief
of joy right? Focus on what’s going well
in your marriage and then, shout that
See FIREFIGHTER WIFE page 56
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First Aid

The model of PFA used by the ICISF in
CISM is called SAFER-R. But, again, the
Cont’d from page 44
specific model is less important than
the intended result, which is to mitigate
the immediate effects of a psychological
a situation where our psychological
crisis.
balance has been thrown off kilter and
It is in the “after” phase of crisis
our usual coping mechanisms just aren’t
where we can address much of the
working.That results in emotional and
aftermath of the critical incident.The
physical distress and a general inability
comprehensive program of Critical
to function in an effective manner.
Incident Stress Management provides
The “during” phase is the beginning
of Psychological First Aid. In this phase, a number of interventions that can be
applied in this stage. Critical incident
interventions are identified primarily
defusing, and the more formal Critical
by one-to-one contacts between a First
Responder and a trained interventionist Incident Stress Debriefing are the most
— usually a peer, but clinician if needed. well known of these group processes. It
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is through these interventions that the
normal healing and recovery that occur
following a critical incident get “jump
started.” It is here that we can start to
mediate the potentially toxic effects of
the recent traumatic event.
This “after-the-crisis” phase may also
include one-to-one contacts between
an affected individual and a trained
interventionist. I emphasize the word
“trained” here because it is vital. Peers
can and do conduct these interventions
far more often than do mental health
clinicians. And more often than not
these interventions are successful in
reducing distress and promoting that
normal recovery mechanism. But the
success or failure of the intervention,
and therefore its effect on healing, is
directly related to the training and
experience of the interventionist.
In the fire service, law enforcement,
and EMS we have protocols to guide
us.These protocols are based on
experience and reflect best practices.
So too are there protocols for crisis
intervention. When a properly trained
interventionist, peer or mental health
clinician follows the protocols, the
results are predictably better than if the
interventionist is either not trained or
doesn’t follow the protocols.
This brings me back to Shannon
Pennington’s “dry hydrant crisis.” The
National Fallen Firefighters Foundation
has apparently dropped the Critical
Incident Stress Management program
— with its emphasis on protocols and
proper training — and replaced it with
its After Action Reporting and Curbside
Manner program. In a recent meeting,
a number of ICISF instructors were
discussing the concept of Psychological
First Aid and the various models used.
Dr. George Everly remarked that,“there
is truly nothing new under the sun. It’s
about packaging. And, sometimes it’s

about ownership.”We’ve all heard the
maxim,“If it’s not broken, don’t fix it.”
But in this case it might have been,“If
it’s not broken, let’s pretend it is. We’ve
got something new to offer.”
That is all well and good, except that
After Action Reporting is the not proper
venue for Psychological First Aid. By
definition, PFA is a supportive process
that addresses individual reactions to
a critical incident. And by definition,
A.A.R. is designed to be an operational
critique to identify what went right, and
more often what went wrong, so we
can hopefully do the job better the next
time.The Curbside Manner arm appears
to be the supportive peer-to-peer piece
without protocols or training. Instead,
it relies on a 10 item self-report Trauma
Screening Questionnaire (TSQ) to
be administered three to four weeks
after the critical incident.Three to
four weeks is not, in my opinion, a
“pragmatically oriented intervention”
that provides an immediate intervention
“to reduce acute psychological distress.”
So, let’s go back to the maxim of,
“If it’s not broken, don’t fix it.” Critical
Incident Stress Management is not
broken. It’s not even bent. It is a tried
and true method of crisis intervention.
In the name of repackaging or
ownership, let’s not lose sight of what
really works.
Be safe out there.
A Certified Trauma Specialist, Dr. Jim
Baxendale has over 35 years of experience in
the mental health field, 25 of which have been
focused on post-traumatic stress disorder and
providing Critical Incident Stress Management
services to emergency services personnel.
As a paramedic, in addition to his mental
health credentials, Dr. Baxendale brings added
credibility to his consulting practice. For more
information visit www.CISMServices.com.
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THE HOMEFRONT

Have You Ever Been Left Somewhere?
About 19 years
ago my Dear
Husband (DH) left
me to run a call. He
didn’t leave me at
home, but at WalMart. Of all places,
men don’t leave
By Dedra Cline
your wife at WalMart
and wives, if you
are going to be left somewhere, what
a great place to be left. As we were out
and about one Saturday afternoon we
decided to do some grocery shopping.
While in Walmart the tones dropped and
my DH started doing the,“I wanna go”
dance. So, I said,“Go, but leave me your
debit card.”With a look of aggravation,
he pulled out his wallet and handed me
his debit card. So, our daughter and I did
what mom and daughters do best, we
shopped. While were checking out back
into Wal-Mart he came.
It is coming upon Christmas as I write
this article and someone said something
today that took my thoughts back 20
years ago.They were talking about
Chrismon and Christmas services at
church.That immediately took me back
to the first Chrismon service that my DH
and I had attended as a couple — we
were preparing to be married. At the
time we were living in a rural area in
North Carolina attending a Methodist
Church that I think half of the
volunteer fire department attended.The
service was a nice short service. As we
were into the part of the service where
we light the candles, the tones dropped.

I think all the men immediately grabbed
their pagers.Then half of them proceed
to blow out their candle and stand.
My DH looked at me, having those sad
brown eyes because he thought I would
get mad if he went. Of course, I told him
to go on, that I would get a ride home
from someone. However, before the last
word had been said, here came all of
the men back into the church.
Another time was on our
honeymoon! About two weeks after
the first time I was left.This time
wasn’t to run a call, but to attend a
blood borne pathogen training class. It
was a mandatory training that he had
to attend. We rolled into town where
DH was working at the time and was
dropped off at the mall. So, as my DH

was in class, I went shopping.
I know you are wondering why am
I telling you about these times of being
left.The reason is just to let you know
that you are not the only one who
has been left and will not be the last
one to be left somewhere while your

firefighter goes on a call or while they
are in class. Just go with it and enjoy
life as it rolls into your playing court.
Everything will come out OK.
Dedra Cline welcomes your questions and
comments. She can be reached at dcline11@
sccoast.net.
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Are There Health Benefits to Using a
FITNESS APP?

By Karen
Leatherman

With all the fitness apps
to choose from, finding the
one that works for you can
be overwhelming. But, once
you find a good one, they
can be very beneficial to
making your fitness workouts

successful. Most fitness
apps allow us to log a lot
of information about our
activity and eating habits in a
short period of time. Keeping
track of that information
can provide the motivation
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you need to keep you on the right path.
Many of these apps are free and can
sync with other devices, which makes
tracking even easier. Devices that we can
wear, such as Fit Bit, Polar and Garmin
are just a few of the most popular ones
available, so we can see right away what
we’ve accomplished. Mywellness is also
compatible with a multitude of apps,
syncing diet, activity and biometric
measurements to one location.
It depends on what benefits or
features you are looking for, be it
heart rate tracking, weight loss, daily
steps, cardio and strength workouts
or even blood pressure and sleep
monitoring. Even if you are just looking
for motivating music to workout with,
there’s an app for that too. Here are a few
of the popular apps that are out there

Polar
Polar Flow app is free with the
following Polar products: Loop, Loop 2,
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A300, M400, M450, V800, Polar Beat and
V650. It includes steps, sleep and heart
rate training. It works with or without
their Bluetooth heart rate monitor. If
you are interested in heart rate training
this is the gold standard.

MyFitnessPal
This is a free app that you can log
in your food, exercise, water intake
and weight. Overall, it is a great app to
use daily and one of the easiest. The
food diary is easy to use and the list
of foods includes all major fast food
chains, major food brands and you
can customize it with your own foods
you make at home. The food diary
can quickly analyze what you have
eaten and break your calories down
into carbs, fats and proteins and even
macronutrients. The major benefit of
this app is that it allows you to set
goals and keeps you accountable for
what you eat and do throughout the
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day. MyFitnessPal easily syncs to most
devices and commercial grade gym
equipment such as Technogym.

Garmin
Garmin Connect is a free app for
your online training tool to store,
analyze and share all your fitness
activities. Join millions of users who run,
bike, swim and hike. Garmin Connect
works seamlessly with your Garmin
device and supports all your fitness
goals.

MapmyFitness
This is another free app that is
particularly popular with runners and
cyclists because of its GPS capabilities
to track your course and mileage.
You can design your own run or bike
course, name it and let others use it as
well. If you are in to posting and sharing
your workouts with the actual map of
what you did, this is an app for that.
Building a community network to share
is a big benefit of this app.

Fitbi
The free Fitbit app is designed to
work with Fitbit activity trackers and
smart scales. It also includes food
tracking and heart rate tracking that
is done from the wrist. There are
some accuracy problems during high
intensity activities.
So, we have all the information, the
question is, how useful or beneficial
is it? Most of these fitness apps listed,
seem to have a common thread that
people are looking for. Motivation, ease
of use, information, accountability and
being a part of a community seem to
be what most people are looking for. Of
all these I believe the most important is
accountability because the information
these apps gather over time allows us
to see habits we have formed and then
change them as needed. Therefore we
can track progress and success. When
we make progress with weight loss or
develop a faster pace in our runs, we
know that having the initial information
when we first started tracking and
then comparing it to where we are
now, allows us to see positive changes
and figure out what to do next. Earlier
I mentioned the mywellness app by
Technogym. It helps keep you moving
forward. It sets new goals each week
automatically depending on what you
did last week.
Knowledge is the key when it comes
to our personal health and fitness. One
size does not fit all and the same goes
for fitness apps. Find the one that works
for you based on what you need to live
a healthy life.
Karen Leatherman is president/owner of
Fitness Forum Occupational Testing Services.
She started the first hospital-based fitness
center in South Carolina where she started
cardiac and pulmonary rehab programs. She
has over 30 years performing exercise stress
testing and has been testing firefighters for
over 20 years. In addition, she was on the
American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM),
Health and Fitness Certification Committee
where she travelled with a team from the
U.S. to India and Hong Kong to teach and
administer ACSM exams.
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THE STATION HOUSE

Mastering the Planning Phase
For Your Next Fire Station

By Ben Wilson

Several necessary
elements are required in
order to successfully plan
and execute the design
and construction of a new
fire station or emergency
services facility. Different

from most other commercial
construction projects, fire
stations are a part of the
community and therefore are
typically very high profile
in nature. The need for a
well-laid-out plan of attack

is paramount so communicating the
plan to the local community can be
done in a well-thought-out fashion,
highlighting the reasons and needs for
the new station.
Once it has been determined that
a new station is necessary, many
items have to be taken care of before
one can even begin to think about
construction. Follow these steps to
ensure the process unfolds smoothly
and buy-in is collected from all of the
project’s stakeholders:

Financing the Project
First and foremost, you have to
have the ability to fund the project.
This can be addressed in a variety
of ways, including public/municipal
appropriations, local and federal
grants and grassroots fundraising.
Whatever the sources of financing,
make sure that all investors are on
board and all parties are clear on their
commitment to the project.
Once you understand your
budgetary parameters or at a
minimum have a range that the
financial source has agreed to fund,
it is then time to select a designbuild company that will manage the
entirety of the process for you and
your team.

Look for Experience
Your design-build company will
advise you at critical decision points
throughout the process and lead you
down the path to a successful project.
Therefore, it makes sense to seek out
a company with a history of designing
and constructing fire stations. Only
consider companies with a strong
portfolio of related projects (at least
10 to 15 fire/emergency services
facilities) to guarantee you are getting
an expert that understands all the
nuances of the industry.

Establishing Project Goals
Your design-builder will help

FIRE STATION EXHAUST SYSTEMS
Air Cleaning Specialists is a
full service company offering
the most proven and time-tested
features of any exhaust removal
system built today.

CALL FOR PRICING AND
GRANT ASSISTANCE TODAY!
800.344.7751
info@acscarolinas.com
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you and your team take an in-depth
look into your current operations,
including how your personnel
operate in their current environment
and what may be lacking that could
help both the station’s personnel
and surrounding community. With
an understanding of your current
operations, you are now ready to
identify needs and goals for the new
facility. One great way to determine
your needs is to poll members of your
station on what they would like to
see in a new station, as well as ask
community members for their ideas.
Armed with information about
your current operations, future
needs and “stakeholder wish list,”
your design-builder can begin
programming your project and
produce the station’s floor plan along
with elevations or renderings. Upon
completion of this stage, you may
choose to hold a community forum
to allow comments and questions to
be answered. Providing stakeholders
an opportunity to speak their minds
helps create buy-in from all parties.

Choose the Appropriate Site
Once you have a plan, including
the size of the new structure, it is
time to evaluate your building site
or select a site if you do not already
have one. Site selection is a key factor
in every fire station project with its
own unique set of goals — whether
it be locating the structure close to
planned growth or simply lowering
your ISO rating.
Be sure to include your designbuilder in the property search so they
can advise you of constructability
advantages and disadvantages of
each property being considered. The
essential items to pay attention to
when selecting a site are location,
contours and elevations, soils type,
available utilities and expandability.
Once you have a site selected, it
is wise to perform a survey and
geotechnical investigation on the
property during your due diligence
period to verify there are no
underlying issues that cannot be seen
by the naked eye.

Positioned for Success
By carefully following these
planning steps and selecting an
experienced, qualified designbuild partner, you will have laid the
groundwork for a successful outcome.
You now have funding sources
identified, a pre-construction plan in
place and the building site selected.
Your design-build team will lead
you through a seamless transition
from project planning to the design,
construction and permitting phases.
Benjamin Wilson, LEED AP BD&C, is
president of Bobbitt Design Build, a leading
design-build contractor for Fire/Rescue
facilities throughout the Carolinas.
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Episode 13:
Architecture for Firefighters
Three years
ago I started this
column to share
my knowledge,
experience and
explain how to
read construction
documents.This
By Jim McClure
issue I decided to
randomly pick a
floor plan and share my opinions of
what I see. Hopefully, you see what I see.
I have no idea where this firehouse is.
I don’t know if this is the only firehouse
in the town or is one of many. Nor do
I know it’s age or history. It is not my
intent to criticize the people or agency
that live and work in this firehouse.
Most of us are stuck with the buildings
we have and decisions made by others. I
am making “perfect world” observations.
The second floor plan shows my
suggested changes. I apologize for the
rough drawing.
The drawing is inconsistent. In
some spaces it shows outlines of the
F, F & E showing shelves, beds, lockers
and the kitchen counter. Based on my
experience I have a strong sense that
the building has been added onto.This
thought is driven by certain adjacencies
and the unusual square footage given
to certain spaces. Let’s start at the front
doors. If every construction dollar is
precious, why would there be two sets
of double doors at the entrance. A door
not only controls wall space; it also
demands dedicated floor space for the
swing of the door and what is called
circulation space beyond that.Those
of you with fire prevention training
know the formulae for the width of
hallways leading to exit doors. Why
would you double down on that space?
I see no logical reason.The only answer
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I have is the architect wanted to make
a statement.Those of you who have
been following my ranting writings
know I will call out an architect when
necessary. I would like to see the front
wall pulled forward six feet to line up
with the rest of the building.That adds
about 200 square feet to the building.
That is at least one if not two more
rooms! The additional cost would be
incremental, not exponential.You could
also put a passage door from the lobby
into the single apparatus bay.
Beyond the doors is the reception
lobby. At first glance it seems too big.
Not knowing the number of staff it is
hard to tell either way.They may offer
multiple services from that counter.
Having two doors to the BC’s office
seriously eats into the usable floor
space. I get why they did it but since the
room is only slightly larger than nine by
12 feet, it is cozy at best. Functionality
comes into question.There is at least
one door missing though from the
lobby. At this point we do not know
if the chief’s vehicle is in the big
apparatus bay or the single bay on the
other side of the lobby. Regardless, one
of them needs a passage door. I cannot
imagine the chief sprinting over a 150
feet counter clock-wise through the
hallways to reach the big apparatus bay.
Conversely, if the chief’s vehicle is in the
small garage, where is the door? When I
first looked at this I thought this might
be a Display Barn for an antique rig but
that only makes sense if the chief has a
door right into the apparatus bay from
the lobby. Worse case is the chief opens
the small bay overhead door and then
goes out the front door and into the
apparatus bay. Weird but…
If the left pair of front doors were
deleted the chief’s office can be pulled

forward to the front of the building.
Then the chief’s office could have a
door from the lobby for the public
and a door from the office to the
apparatus bay. I would also pull the
reception counter forward and move
the operations office behind the chief’s
office. If these rooms were going to
have two doors, one is going to lead to
the apparatus bay.The operations office
can get away with one door from the
apparatus bay.
The conference room is big. I hope
it is wired as an EOC or alternate
dispatch room.The way the building is
compartmentalized it appears the public
can use the space and still be separated
from the crew quarters as long as the
back door is locked.The double doors
should open in, not out into the hallway.
Floor space can be gained by moving
the rear door to the other corner and
swing it out towards the wall. I would
also reverse the door swing of the door
from the reception desk.
The two rest rooms in the hallway
are a clue to its age or at least its latest
remodel. Both of the bathrooms are
ADA compliant.The dark line along the
wall next to the toilets indicate a grab
bar. Did you see it? The ADA Act became
law in 1990.Therefore, that part of
the firehouse was built or remodeled
after that time.The fact that there is a
male and female rest room indicates
both genders are working in the
administrative area and that there is an
expectation of the public being in the
building.
The two storage areas across the hall
are good news, bad news regarding the
location of the doors.The smaller one
is perfect.The door is exactly where it
should be. If it were in the middle of
that wall you would have less shelving.
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The current plan allows shelves to
run front to back along the other wall.
Normally, you don’t have doors swing
into hallways. It is a good way to get
your nose broken.The “L” shaped closet
could have its door swing out if it were
hinged at the inside corner of the “L.”
There would be no danger of anyone
being hit; especially if you specified a
window in the upper half of the door.
You would then have more floor space
for shelving.You should always design
storage closets to the dimensions of
the shelving you are buying. If you are
building wooden shelves than that is
not an issue.
The gym is in a good location.This is
a space that comes under the adjacency
rule.You don’t want it near bedrooms,
offices or other public spaces.The
clanging of steel would be a problem.
The double doors allow just about any
type of equipment to be brought in.
Another adjacency space is the
unlabeled room next to the kitchen.
Because of its location and the built-in
shelving indicated, this is a pantry.
The kitchen is a good size. It is close
to 250 square feet. Let’s hope the
appliances are commercial, the cabinets
are firefighter proof and counter tops
are stainless steel.
The wide hallway that stretches
from the store room on the right to the
bedrooms on the left is a tremendous
waste of space. It is anywhere from nine
feet to 12 feet wide. Remember, you
are paying for every square inch of the
building. I hope all that wall space is
lined with F, F & E. Shift a wall, move a
door and you have another bedroom or
office in the building.
My experience is the combination
See ARCHITECTURE page 52
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Architecture
Cont’d from page 51

dining and day room works for small
crews of up to five, six people max.
Once you have a truck and pumper
crew and eight to 10 people counting
the chiefs you need to separate the two
spaces. Great rooms work in homes not
firehouses.The cook(s) will make too
much noise for anybody to use the day
room for anything else.
The turnout room shows 24 lockers
18 inches wide. My experience says you
need at least 24 inches of width for your
gear. Of course this crew may actually
have two 18 inch lockers, which would
be great.The real problem is that the
room is in the wrong location.The
adjacency rules dictate it should be on
an exterior wall, preferably a corner
off the apparatus bay.The reason is
ventilation.You can not always depend
on exhaust fans to clear out the offgassing from your bunker gear.They
may not be turned on or they may be
broken. If this room opens to the living
space that is where the off-gassing will
go. Bad idea. Bad design. If the space
has two exterior walls you can build
in large vents to create a flow-thru
effect. If you are in a cold climate you
may have to have shutters or doors
that can be closed to maintain heat in
the building.The turnout room could
have been smaller.The space between
the lockers can be narrowed by two
feet each aisle.That is four feet times
nine feet or a 36 square foot space for
something else; i.e. heating system, hot
water heater, electrical panels, decon or
communications. In case you missed it
none of those spaces are shown on the
plans.
The laundry seems to be out of place
and it is too big. I would place it in
the working space of the building, not
between the great room and a bedroom.
I wouldn’t want to sleep with my head
next to it. Logically, it should be next to
the bathroom in the apparatus bay.The
plumbing is already there.The bigger
question is what kind of laundry is it
washing? Is it for personal clothing,
uniforms, kitchen towels or bedding?
I hope it is not for turn outs.They
should never be washed with any other
personnel gear. Additionally, residential
washers are not good on turnouts. If
you have been to a trade show you
have seen the commercial washers
for firehouses. Maybe you have one
already. If you do, you know that they
need a beefier concrete base to anchor
them down.You can’t just drop one off
somewhere in the building and expect
it to sit there and not vibrate across the
room.This room can now be a home
for the mechanical equipment but
with the door outside.This way repair
people can access it without going into
the station. I would double insulate the
common wall with the bedroom.
The apparatus bay is approximately
40 feet by 77 feet.The doors are 14 feet
wide.There is space between the rigs
and between the rigs and the walls. Of
course if the walls are lined with hose
racks and other equipment the space
narrows quickly. But we don’t know
that. But we all know that we will fill
any empty space with something.This
plan would not show the diesel exhaust
but let’s hope they are there. We have
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too many firefighters dying of cancer.
What does the operations office
label mean to you? Captain? Crew?
Regardless it is a 100 square foot room
in a functional location.The lack of
windows can be an issue.Today’s rules
refer to Daylighting. All living spaces
have windows or skylights for natural
light.This could have a skylight but that
would only show up on the Reflected
Ceiling Plan. Remember that from the
Summer 2013 issue? As I said above I
would move it. I would also expand it
into the hallway for other purposes.
The passage door from the main
hallway to the apparatus bay swings
the wrong way. Here’s why.The first
benchmark the public has about our
service is the time it takes from the
time the reporting party hangs up the
phone until we knock on the door. If six
firefighters are headed from the kitchen
table towards that door the first one
better have ahead start. Having all doors
swing towards to apparatus bay saves a
few seconds.
The unlabeled room off the
apparatus bay could be a number of
functional spaces. It could be a shop,
decon space, mop room, bottle storage,
hose or medical supplies. I list these
because they make sense here and

they don’t show up anywhere else.This
is another room I would expand into
the hallway. We still need space for the
communications equipment, medical
supplies, house supplies and strike team
equipment.
The additional store room could be
the decon room since the plumbing is
right there.
The dorms are 12 feet by 15 feet.
There is wall space available for three
lockers 36” wide in each room.That
means everyone gets a locker. Of course,
when the relief or floater shows up they
have no place for their gear. I would be
inclined to put a door in the hallway
at the beginning of the bedrooms.This
is to mitigate the noise from the Day
Room which isn’t far away. It would
swing toward the apparatus bay.
Two and a half individual bathrooms
are a good minimum.The largest one on
the exterior wall is ADA compliant.The
fact that they are labeled “Unisex” tells
us there are female firefighters in the
building or they are planning for female
firefighters.Thinking down the road,
the shower valves should be accessible
from the opposite wall in the bedrooms.
Spec a 16 inch access panel in the
bedroom wall. Why you ask? Because
if you use solid surface materials or
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tile the shower stall you will have to
break into it to the repair or replace the
shower valve.
You’re probably wondering how I
was able to give you dimensions for
this building when there is no scale
listed on the drawing. Some parts of
a building have standard sizes; doors
in particular. First I used a compass
on the passage doors.They were all
drawn the same size.That meant they
were anywhere between 32” to 36”
wide. Using that same spacing I ran
calculations on all the rooms using
both numbers to see which made more
sense.The clincher was the apparatus
bay doors. If I assumed the passage
doors were 36 inches the apparatus
doors calculated out as 14 feet wide.
The 32 inch door conversion did not
line up with any normal apparatus door
size.
Jim McClure is the owner of Firehouse
Design and Construction (FD&C). The
mission of FD&C is “to help firefighters,
architects and government agencies design
and build maintainable, durable, and most
importantly, functional firehouses.” McClure’s
career in public safety spans almost 29
years. For more information visit, www.
firehousedesignandconstruction.com, call 408603-4417 or email jim@mcclure904.net.
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How to Tell Your Department’s Story with
Dedicated Space for Memorials, Historical Content
“We will
never forget.” A
simple statement
conveying
an active and
perpetual choice
to remember those
lost has become
By Ken Newell
an anthem in
the public safety
community following the events of
September 11, 2001. On Sept. 11, 2014,
the City of Danville Virginia dedicated
a new fire station headquarters rich
in symbolism and displays of their
local department, the site and the
community. The project illustrates how
the integration of memorials, museums
and historical content within a fire
station can foster relationships, tell the
story of a department and community,
and honor the fire fighting profession
all while being cost effective.
While most often incorporated
in headquarters stations, a museum
or memorial can be a distinguishing
feature in any project. Museums and
memorials tend to achieve greatest
success when they are placed in a
prominent, forefront location of the
project. A highly visible, prominent
display will insure the feature is well
known within the community and is a
destination point. Locating a museum
properly within a building should
allow the visitors to enjoy the displays
and learn in a safe environment and
not compromise the effectiveness of
the station in emergency response
conditions. Museums can be large
or small, featuring as few as one
or many items such as historical
equipment, bronze statues, memorials,
photographs, turn-out gear, bells, alarms
or nearly anything of significance to a
specific department or community.
Any significant building project,
whether renovation or new
construction, will require a fire
department to interact with other
city departments such as planning,
zoning, and building inspections in
addition to the city manager and
city councils. Building projects that
contain a museum or specific historical
emphasis often can benefit from the
input and collaboration with additional
groups such as historical societies and
architectural review boards during
the design process. Further, a fire
department shouldn’t be surprised
when their project is finished and
greater relationships are developed with
school boards, local museums, chambers
of commerce and many others.
When the City of Danville selected
one and a half city blocks of crumbling
buildings formerly occupied by the
Danville Lumber Company in the
Tobacco Warehouse District, for a
project site which was bisected by a
city street and contained two exposed
stream channels, the list of project
collaborators grew dramatically. While
the city’s public works and electric
departments advised on streets
and utilities, Facilities management
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advised on mechanical systems and
infrastructure. The Army Corps of
Engineers reviewed plans regarding the
treatment of the stream channels, but
perhaps the most impactful interaction
was with the three advising historical
groups: Virginia Historical Society,
Preservation Virginia, and the Danville
Historical Society which stressed
the importance of a project that
integrated reclaimed building materials,
conveyed the historical site features,
and complimented the fabric of the
landscape.
Looking back, Philip Fieler, project
manager for Stewart-Cooper-Newell
Architects commented,“what initially
began as project constraints by the
historical associations resulted in
a unique interwoven station full of
details not common to many projects.”
To meet project goals, cobblestones,
hidden below the asphalt in the
abandoned section of Colquohoun
Street were used as hardscaping
material for exterior sidewalks and
the interior floor of a glass box
museum within the fire department
headquarters. The abandoned block of
Colquohoun Street, an anomaly in the
city’s street grid, was approximately
five degrees rotation off the usual
orthogonal pattern. The five-degree
angle was replicated in the angle
that the glass box museum protrudes
from the front face of Station #1 and
provides enhanced views for vehicles
or pedestrians along Lynn Street.
Stream channels, which in the
past had powered equipment for
the Danville Lumber Company since
before the Civil War, were left exposed
to compliment the lawn and green
spaces of the site, which surround the
rear patio. Reclaimed timber framing
from the lumber company buildings
was used to create the grid ceiling
in the museum and main central
corridors of the station. Reclaimed
brick were used as the base for
the curving front reception desk.

“Integrating reclaimed materials was
a great way to provide uniqueness
to the station at an affordable price.
When materials are contributed to the
project at little or no cost and only the
labor cost is required for incorporation
in the project, these items represent
tremendous value when compared
with new materials on the project,”
Philip added.
The exterior aesthetic features of
Station #1 reflect design elements and
principals found in the surrounding
buildings of the Tobacco Warehouse
district. From the first decision to
place the building tight to the sidewalk
along Lynn Street, every aspect was a
reflection of the context buildings and
district. Rectangular punched window
openings, arch-top openings on the
main entry and apparatus bay doors
with steel impact shields, clearstory
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windows for day lighting, steel truss
framed canopies, brick corbeling,
and black and white signage all give
the station a historic quality.“Getting
[historical groups] input along the way
helped with a great final design that
fits well in the downtown area. City
leaders understood the importance of a
design that would help revitalization of
the area,” Chief David Eagle noted. The
project has spurred redevelopment
projects in the district and currently
several former warehouse buildings
are being remodeled into multi-family
residential buildings.
While the station’s design language
and materials were a reflection of the
site’s former use and surrounding
context, the tradition of the city’s fire
department and history of the fire
See MEMORIALS page 54
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Memorials

Cont’d from page 53
fighting profession are also proudly
displayed. The original fire bell from
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the city’s first fire station is mounted
along the front sidewalk adjacent to
the flagpoles. The glass box museum’s
focal point is the 1909 American
LaFrance horse drawn steam pumper,
original to Danville’s department,

which can be removed through large
sliding doors and featured in parades
or other events. Displays feature
additional historical fire fighting
equipment and technology such as
a call box/ticker tape system. But
perhaps the one display of which Chief
Eagle is most proud, is the eight foot
long piece of bent structural steel from
the World Trade Center towers.
Memorials mean many things to
many people and one often over-looked
aspect is encouragement to the active
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firefighters. Memorials are a tangible
appreciation of the community to
those who are willing to risk their lives
protecting others. It is a daily reminder
within the station environment that
is crucial to the community and that
the community will never forget those
that have sacrificed everything in the
performance of the profession.
Retired firefighters can be a
tremendous asset to a fire department.
The memorials and historical content
of Station #1 offer an opportunity for
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reflection and continued engagement
for former firefighters.“Often, retired
firefighters can be one of the greatest
advocates of a fire department as they
interact within the community and it
is important to give those individuals a
reason to return to the active stations
and take pride in what the department
has and is accomplishing,” Philip noted.
The new Station #1 provides
far more opportunities for the fire
department to positively engage all
members of the community. The
memorials and museum provide an
educational experience for youth and
the general public by demonstrating
over 100 years of progress specific to
the City of Danville.“Our request for
station tours has greatly increased, not
only with school groups, but people
from all walks of our community,”
remarked Chief Eagle. In addition to
serving as an active station and housing
the fire department’s administration,
Station #1 serves as a point of interest
within the community in the hope
that the public’s first interaction with
the department is not in a time of
emergency response.
When reflecting on the completed
project, Philip summarized,“In this day
and time, it is so important for public
safety departments to have an active
relationship with their communities.
If a station and its content can foster
interaction and educate the public
on the work of the fire department,
and ultimately build trust within
the community, that is a special
achievement.”
Since 1988, Ken Newell, AIA, LEED AP
BD+C, IAFC, has earned a national reputation
for the programming and design of Public
Safety Facilities that are functional, practical
and budget-conscious. He has been directly
involved in the planning and design of over
200 Fire Stations, EMS Stations and Public
Safety Training Facility projects designed by
Stewart-Cooper-Newell Architects. He has also
consulted other architects on the design of
over seventy Public Safety projects spanning
27 States. For more information call 800-6710621, email info@scn-architects.com or visit
www.fire-station.com.
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IndustryNews
KIMTEK’s New Website Offers
Faster, Simpler Access to Rescue
Transport Products
KIMTEK Corporation’s newly
updated website, www.kimtekresearch.
com, is fully operational. Improvements
specifically targeted the streamlining
of searches of the company’s growing
product line and its numerous existing
and emerging applications. KIMTEK’s
prominent line of slide-in FIRELITE®
and MEDLITE® transport skid units,
engineered to fit pick-up trucks and
utility vehicles used for first response in
off-road and remote areas, are custom
equipped for fire and medical rescue
personnel. Featuring easy-to-find links to
the KIMTEK products that coordinate
with the various manufacturers of these
vehicles, the new website simplifies and
expedites users’ navigation among the
many custom options available to first
responders.

MEDLITE® and FIRELITE® Transport
Skids Fit New Gravely® Atlas JSV
In its recent expansion into side-byside utility vehicles, Wisconsin-based
Gravely®, an Ariens Company brand,
has introduced the 2015 Gravely
Atlas, a heavy-duty jobsite UTV that
readily accommodates the KIMTEK®
MEDLITE® and FIRELITE® transport

skid units.The new Atlas JSV 3000 and
JSV 6000 crew gas and diesel models
each have a cargo bed capacity of 1250
pounds, easily supporting any of the
nine UTV transport skid units KIMTEK
currently offers for off-road fire and
rescue operations.
With modular, slide-in design and
adaptability, KIMTEK’s skid units
install into Atlas JSVs in just minutes.
Their included tie-down system
attaches simply and quickly to the Atlas
integrated tie-downs already located in
the UTV cargo bed. With room for an
attendant and a patient in the MEDLITE
units, and the ability to carry up to 85
gallons of water plus a patient in the
FIRELITE units, the Atlas JSV-KIMTEK
combinations offer first responders in
police, fire, and EMS agencies powerful
tools for off-road fire and rescue,
wildland search and rescue, large
event response, lifeguard operations,
industrial fire and medical response,
and several other field applications.
More information about Gravely
Atlas JSV models is available at www.
gravely.com.
KIMTEK Corporation was founded in 1984
as a research and development company
dedicated to advances in life safety technology
in the fire sciences. More information at 888546-8358 or visit www.kimtekresearch.com.

Firefighter Wife
Cont’d from page 45

out loud and see how good it makes
you feel. Better yet, see how good
it makes your spouse feel.This is so
especially effective for fire service
marriages who spend long times
away from each other.To see a little
love note on your Facebook feed that
your firefighter took time to post
between runs can go a long way in
keeping that love tank filled up.
2. Reach out and ask. Hey Joe, I
really admire your relationship with
your wife. What’s your secret? We’re
really stuck and I could use some
advice. If you’re a firefighter and
wonder if this is going to pull your
“man card” or make you look less
capable, forget that right now. More
than likely the response you may get
is “Yeah man, me too.This marriage
stuff is hard work.” (You can also
ask online in our Honor Guard – a
community for men who are devoted
to fire fighting and their marriage.)
3. Don’t go at this alone. I
know that feels counter intuitive.
It’s your marriage.The most intimate
and personal relationship of your
life. But there’s the problem. We
lose perspective. We must get into
community to learn from others and
grow. We weren’t meant to do this
alone.
Spending time around other
healthy marriages is going to improve
yours. Observing how they speak to
each other and interact and being
able to unpack situations in a crowd
with humor can be the breakthrough
your marriage needs to say “Hey,
that’s just like us! She doesn’t like it
when I do that either.”There’s always
going to be a hurdle to get over. And
if you’ve never been there, you don’t
just magically have the tools to make
it. Learn from others.

Here’s your challenge Fire
Service. Can we get world class in
marriage?
Can the police and military
and corporate executives and
professional athletes whose
marriages are also struggling look
to the fire service and say, I really
admire the true sense of family
and brotherhood / sisterhood that
they have. Strong marriages are the
center of that family.
Next time you’re ready to
tweet your marriage’s latest sweet
moment, I want you to think of
this. What can I say or do here to
be helpful and an inspiration to
another marriage at our firehouse?
And if that’s just not possible where
you are right now in your marriage,
your challenge is to reach out and
ask that next optimistic tweeter for
some advice.
I’m ready to be proud-er. Not just
proud that we are part of the fire
family, a group of people willing to
step into danger and care for those
in need. I am proud that we do it
while keeping our own families
intact and our marriages burning
red-hot. Now, that’s an act of bravery,
courage and commitment.
Lori Mercer is wife of 13 years,
married to a career firefighter. Together
they parent four children and through
their early marriage challenges, founded
a community focused on honoring,
strengthening and encouraging
the marriages of first responders.
FirefighterWife.com is the original
community supporting wives through
the Fire Wife Sisterhood and now 24-7
COMMITMENT is the nationally recognized
non-profit serving first responders and
their families with programs such as
the Honor Guard, Fire Wife Academy,
Commitment Weekends and Marriage
On Fire. For more information on these
programs go to 247Commitment.org.
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New Deliveries

Ahoskie Fire Department
Rosenbauer Side Mount Custom Pumper w/Rosenbauer Commander chassis, Cummins ISL 400 HP engine, 1250 GPM Waterous
CXC20 pump, 750 UPF tank, two electrical cord reels.
Delivered by C.W. Williams & Co.

Bannertown VFD
Rosenbauer Commercial Side Mount Pumper/Tanker w/Freightliner M2 chassis, Cummins 300 HP engine, 750 GPM Darley PSP
pump, 1500 gal. UPF tank, 10” Newton dump.
Delivered by C.W. Williams & Co.

Burgaw Fire Department
2015 Rosenbauer Commercial Wetside Tanker w/Freightliner M2
106 2 DR chassis, Cummins ISL 350 HP engine, 500 GPM Darley HM
pump, 3000 gal. UPF tank, two speedlay w/rollout trays.
Delivered by C.W. Williams & Co.

Henrico County Fire Department
Rosenbauer Air Unit w/Freightliner M2 chassis, Cummins ISL 300
HP engine, 6000 psi air compressor and fill station, 60 kW PTO
generator, storage for 36 SCBA cylinders.
Delivered by C.W. Williams & Co.

Shawneehaw Volunteer Fire Department
2915 Rosenbauer Commercial Side Mount Tanker w/Freightliner
M2 chassis, Cummins ISL 350 HP engine, 750 GPM Hale RSD
pump, 1800 gal. UPF tank, Fire Com intercom.
Delivered by C.W. Williams & Co.

Stafford County Fire And Rescue Department
(2) Rosenbauer Custom Commander Side Mount Pumpers w/
Rosenbauer chassis, Cummins ISL 450 HP engine, 1500 GPM Hale
QMax pump, 750/40 UPF tank, Rosenbauer EXT body.
Delivered by C.W. Williams & Co.

Wise Fire Department
Rosenbauer Light Rescue w/Ford F550 4 DR 4x4 chassis, Power
Stroke 6.7 L engine, six Whelen scene lights, four telescopic scene
lights, custom shelf, tray and tool board package.
Delivered by C.W. Williams & Co.

Pond Mountain Fire And Rescue
2016 All Poly Series Tanker-Pumper w/Freighterliner chassis, Cummins ISL 350 Engine, 1250 GPM Darley pump, 2250 gal. APR polypropylene tank, FoamPro 1600 Class A foam system.
Delivered by Midwest Fire

Ambu Star Ambulance Service
2014 AEV E350 w/Ford chassis, Van box, ducted environmental
system, LED/halogen combo lights, Whelen LED lightbar, Vanner
inverter, reflective striping/graphics, ALS cabinets.
Delivered by Northwestern Emergency Vehicles, Inc.

SEND US Information
About YOUR Department!

Riceville Fire Department
2015 AEV Type I 4x4 4500 X Series w/Dodge chassis, 154’ box,
ducted, Whelen LED M series, lights, all aluminum cabinets, Vmux
electrical system, Stryker power load system.
Delivered by Northwestern Emergency Vehicles, Inc.
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Lexington County, SC Fire Service
2015 430 S 14’2” inflatable boat inclusive seat, storage bag, repair
kit, 2 paddles and foot pump, Evinrude 30 HP E-tec pump jet, tiller
steering, manual start, graphite in color.
Delivered by Rescue One Corporation/ONE Boat

www.carolinafirejournal.com

Special Events
Funny Stories
Ideas You’d Like to Share
Photographs for
Cover Consideration
Send inquires to
editing@carolinafirejournal.com
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Cary Fire Department
Pierce Velocity FR Pumper w/Pierce chassis, Detroit Diesel DD13500 HP engine, 1500 GPM Waterous pump, 500 gal. UPF poly tank,
10” raised roof, Harrison 6kW hydraulic generator.
Delivered by Atlantic Emergency Solutions

Concord Fire Department
Pierce Enforcer Pumper w/Pierce chassis , Cummins ISL9-450 HP
engine, 1500 GPM Waterous pump, 1000 gal. UPF poly tank, 10”
raised roof, Oshkosh TAK-4 independent front suspension.
Delivered by Atlantic Emergency Solutions

Justice Rural Volunteer Fire Department
Pierce Impel FR Pumper w/Pierce chassis, Cummins ISL9-450 HP
engine, 1500 GPM Hale QMAX-150 pump, 1000 gal. UPF poly tank,
Command Light Knight light tower.
Delivered by Atlantic Emergency Solutions

Pinecroft Sedgefield Fire Department
Pierce Velocity FR Heavy Duty Rescue (non-walkin) w/Pierce chassis, Detroit Diesel DD13-500 HP engine, 20” raised forward roof,
Will-Burt Night Scan Powerlite 15’ light tower.
Delivered by Atlantic Emergency Solutions

Raleigh Fire Department
Pierce Arrow XT Pumper w/Pierce chassis, Cummins ISL9-450 HP
engine, 1500 GPM Waterous pump, 500 gal. UPF poly tank, Husky
3 foam system Onan 6kW hydraulic generator.
Delivered by Atlantic Emergency Solutions

Skyland Fire Department
Pierce enforcer PUC Pumper w/Pierce chassis,Detroit Diesel
DD13-500 HP engine, 1500 GPM Pierce PUC pump, 1000 gal. UPF
poly tank, Harrison C-Gen 7.2kW hydraulic generator.
Delivered by Atlantic Emergency Solutions

Southern Pines Fire Department
Pierce Impel FR Heavy Duty Rescue (non-walkin) w/Pierce chassis, Cummins ISL9-450 HP engine, 20” raised forward roof,
Oshkosh TAK-4 independent front suspension.
Delivered by Atlantic Emergency Solutions

Wilmington Fire Department
Pierce Velocity FR Pumper w/Pierce chassis, Cummins ISL9-450
HP engine, 1750 GPM Waterous pump, 500 gal. UPF poly tank, 10”
raised forward roof, Onan 6kW hydraulic generator.
Delivered by Atlantic Emergency Solutions

Raleigh Fire Department
Pierce Arrow XT 100 Tractor Drawn Aerial w/Pierce chassis, Detroit
Diesel DD13-500 HP engine, 1500 GPM Waterous pump, 200 gal.
poly tank, Oshkosk TAK-4 independent front suspension.
Delivered by Atlantic Emergency Solutions

Rose Hill Fire Department
Pierce Saber FR Pumper w/Pierce chassis, Cummins ISL0-450 HP
engine, 1500 GPM Waterous pump, 1000 gal. poly tank, 10” raised
forward roof, AMDOR rollup doors.
Delivered by Atlantic Emergency Solutions

Wake County/Stony Hill Fire Department
Pierce Impel FR Pumper w/Pierce chassis, Cummins ISL9-450 HP
engine, 1250 GPM Waterous pump, 1000 gal. poly tank, Husky 3
foam system, Command Light Shadow light tower.
Delivered by Atlantic Emergency Solutions

Wake County/Wendell Fire Department
Pierce Impel FR Pumper w/Cummings ISL9-450 HP engine, 1250
GPM Waterous pump, 1000 gal. poly tank, Harrison 6kW hydraulic
generator, 10” raised forward roof.
Delivered by Atlantic Emergency Solutions
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New Deliveries

Bunyan Volunteer Fire Department
2015 Custom Rescue Pumper Rear Mounted Pump Compartment,
350 HP Pac Car engine, 1500 GPM Waterous pump, 1250 gal. tank,
body side thru portable tank, side thru ladders.
Delivered by Atlantic Coast Fire Trucks

Claremont Fire Department
2015 Smeal Custom Side Mount Rescue Pumper w/Spartan chassis,
450 HP Cummins engine, 2000 GPM Hale pump, 1000 gal. UPF
tank, rescue compartments, Eagle fill station.
Delivered by Atlantic Coast Fire Trucks

Hickory Fire Department
2015 105’ RM Smeal Quint Ladder w/Spartan chassis, 500 HP
Cummins engine, 2000 GPM Waterous pump, 400 gal. UPF tank,
Williams foam system, custom compartments.
Delivered by Atlantic Coast Fire Trucks

Hickory Fire Department
2015 Smeal Custom Side Mount Pumper w/Spartan chassis, 450
Cummins engine, 2000 GPM Waterous pump, 500 gal. UPF tank,
Williams foam system, 8kW generator.
Delivered by Atlantic Coast Fire Trucks

Rock Hill Fire Department
2015 Smeal 100’ Rear Mount Platform w/Spartan Gladiator chassis, Cummins ISX 550 engine, 1500 GPM Waterous pump, 400 gal.
UPF tank, 10kW generator, Smeal AI-11 aerial console.
Delivered by Atlantic Coast Fire Trucks

Rock Hill Fire Department
2015 105’ Quint RM w/Spartan Gladiator chassis, Cummins ISX 550
engine, 1500 GPM Waterous pump, 400 gal. UPF tank, 10kW generator, electric pinable waterway, blue LED ladder rung lights.
Delivered by Atlantic Coast Fire Trucks

Troutman Fire Department
2015 Patriot 2000 GAL Elliptical Tanker w/Kenworth T370 chassis,
Pac Car PX-9 380 HP engine, 500 GPM Darley pump, 2000 gal. elliptical tank, 2100 Fol-Da-Tank LDH hose storage.
Delivered by Atlantic Coast Fire Trucks

Town Of Kitty Hawk Fire Department
2015 Custom Rescue Pumper Rear Mounted Pump Compartment
w/450 HP Cummins engine, 1500 GPM Waterous pump, 1000 gal.
tank, remote controlled Master Stream.
Delivered by Atlantic Coast Fire Trucks

Ambunet, Inc.
Type III Phoenix Series, new Ford E350 gas chassis, all new RC
Tronics, electrical system, new LED Lighting, new PPG paint, wheel
covers, new tread plate, new rear bumper.
Delivered by First Priority South

Charleston Fire Department
2015 Chevy K-3500 w/Chevy chassis, remount of a Road Rescue
box onto a Chevrolet K-3500 chassis, addition of a Cool Bar, updated lighting package to match current fleet.
Delivered by First Priority South

Durham County Ems
Ford Expedition with custom Command cabinet, four (4) slideing
trays for ease of use. Perfect for all directors gear.
Delivered by First Priority South

Piedmont Triad Ambulance And Rescue
2015 Chevy G4500. This was a wrecked vehicle w/very quick turnaround. New running boards, new wheel covers, new LED lights,
major left side box repair and paint.
Delivered by First Priority South
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Bethany Fire Department
2015 Spartan ER Classic Commercial Tanker w/International chassis,
410 HP MaxxForce engine. 1000 GPM Hale pump, 1800 gal. poly
tank, hydraulic ladder rack, electric dump tank lift.
Delivered by Anchor Richey-EVS

Huntsville Fire Department
2015 Spartan Metro Star ER Custom Pumper/Tanker w/Spartan
chassis, 425 HP Cummins engine, 1250 GPM Hale pump, 1500
poly tank, LED light tower, aluminum hose bed covers.
Delivered by Anchor Richey-EVS

Lanes Creek Fire Department
2015 Anchor-Richey Flatbed Brush Truck w/Chevrolet chassis, 6.0
V-8 gasoline engine, 240 GPM Hale HPXB200 pump, 300 gal. poly
tank, front ground sweeps, heavy duty front bumper.
Delivered by Anchor Richey-EVS

Putnam County
2015 Ford F-450 remount of a Taylor made box, Kelderman Air
Ride, new Eberhard door handles, upgraded lighting, refurbishment of interior, paint and lettering.
Delivered by First Priority South

Watauga Medics
2015 Type I Phoenix Series, Chevrolet K 3500 chassis, 4 wheel
drive, all LED lightings inside and out, new PPG paint, special
graphics package and new console.
Delivered by First Priority South

City Of Newton Fire Department
2015 Metro Star Spartan w/Spartan chassis, 450 HP Cummins engine, 1500 GPM Hale pump, 1500 gal. poly tank, 10 kW generator,
custom shelving, custom tool mounting.
Delivered by Anchor Richey-EVS

On Your Side - 30 Years
For 30 years, Carolina Fire Rescue EMS
Journal has been a part of the Carolinas’
first responder community with information for training, new techniques and
products in the industry, and addressing
issues such as leadership, funding, retention and much more.
We’re here for you. And, we’re here
because of you.
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